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several means through whl.ch this energy might be coupied to radiation fields
with cross tections for stimulated emission that could reach 10-17 cm2

. Such
a stimulated release could lead to output powers as great as 3 x 1021
Watts/liter. Since 1978 we have pursued an approach for the upconversion of
longer wavelength radiation incident upon isomeric nuclear populations that
can avoid many of the difficulties encountered with traditional concepts of
single photon pumping. Experiments have confirmed the general theory and
have indicated that a gamma-ray laser is feasible if the right combination
of energy levels and branching ratio4 exists in some real material. Of the
1.886 distinguishable nuclear mater-dlS, the present state-of-the-art has
been adequate to identify 29 first-class candidates, but further evaluation
cannot proceed without remeasurements of nuclear properties with higher
precision. A laser-grade database of nuclear properties does not yet exist,
but the techniques for constructing one have been developed and utilized
under this contract. Resolution of the question of the feasibility of a
gamma-ray laser now rests upon the determination of: 1) the identity of the
best candidate, 2) the threshold level of laser output, and 3) the upconver-

aion driver for that material.

This annual report focuses upon our approach that is the nuclear analog to
the ruby laser. It embodies the simplest concepts for a gamma-ray laser and
not surprisingly, the greatezt rate of achievement in the quest for a
sutAngstrom las.er was realized in that direction. Fcr ruby the identifica-
tion and exploitation of a bandwidth funnel were the critical keys in the
development of the first laser. There was a broad absorption band linked
through efficient cascading to the narrow laser lavel.

In 1987 we reported a major milestone which showed that comparable structure
existed at the nuclear scale in the first of the 29 candid•te isomers
available for testing, 180Ta". Populations of the isomer were successfully
pumped down with flashes of x-rays absorbed through an astonishingly large
cross section of 40,000 on the usual scale ( 10-29 cm2 keV) where 10
describes a fully allowed process. This corresponded to a partial width for
useful absorption of 0.5 eV, even better than what had been assumed for
idealized nuclei. Subsequently, we discovered thnt the giant pumping
rtsonances occurred with a gratifying frequency throughout the table of
n,,clides, reaching optimal size and strength in the mass region where the
better candidates lie. Nineteen isomers were successfully pumped with the
bremsstrahlung from both a 4 MeV linac and a 6 MeV linac. The giant
resonances for pumping the candidate isomers 1801a" and 123Te" were found to
open at gateway energies well below 4 MeV. These candidates have the
largest integrated cross sections for pumping with x-rays ever found below 4
1eV In any nuclei. These two poorest of the 29 candidates are the only ones
available for testing and they continue to outperform even the most optimis-
tic expectations. The likelihood for the full feasibility of one of the
better candidates ccntinues to be raised by the successes enjoyed with the
least attractive of the 29 randidates.

ý,r~ng tha current reporting we focused upon the extension of these achieve-
ments In pumping nuclei to those having laser-like transitions with micro-
second lifetimes. For the test cases of Ta-181 and Hf-176 gian,ý resonances
were found for the pumping of fluorescence from levels with lifetimes of 18
and 10 microseconds, respectively. Those nuclei were pumped with the Texas-X
linear accelerator installed in our facility this year for the dedicated use
in gamma ray laser research. The importance of these first results are that
the particular nuclei studied are very close neighbors in the sense of
nuclear structure to the still unavailable first class candidate nuclei for
a gamma ray laser. Such favorable results with these close simulations
argue strongly for analogous successes with the actual candidate nuclei.
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PREFACE

At first approach it would seem that the prospects for all ultrashort wavelength lasers

would be vitiated by the basic -3 dependence of eleciron transition probabilities that drastically

limits the storage of pump energies. However, there are some unique advantages of a gamma-ray

laser that would accrue from its operation upon electromagnetic transitions of nucleons as

opposed to electrons. First, the constant linking -03 with lifetime is more favorable by

orders-of-magnitude because of the accessibility of a variety of transition moments. For

example, nuclear transitions with 100 keV energies can have microsecond lifetimes so the effects

pumped by an input pulse can be integrateýi up to larger values for longer times. Secondly,

nuclear metastables store keV and even MeVýfor years. With upconversion schemes most of the

pump power is input long before the time of use and triggering requirements are small. Nuclear

transitions need not have thermal broadening and natural linewidths are routinely obtained.

Without broadening, electromagnetic cross sections are large and values for 1 A transitions

typically exceed the cross section for the stimulation of Nd in YAG. Finally, working metastables

can be concentrated to solid densities. As .andidates for ultra short wavelength media, nuclear

populations clearly offer some strong advantages.

The clear attractions notwithstanding, a decade ago the difficulties in realizing a gamma-ray

laser were considered to be almost insurmountable. However, in 1982 we began to emphasize an

interdisciplinary concept of upconversion which ultimately launched a renaissance in the field. The

essential concept was the "optical" pumping of nuclei. In this case optical meant x rays, but the

fundamentals were the same. Useful, resonant absorption of pump power would occur over

short distances to produce high concentrations of excited nuclei while wasted wavelengths would

be degiaded to heat in much larger volumes. Of all the cases considered, the nuclear analog of the

ruby laser embodied the simplest concepts for a gamma-ray laser. Not surprisingly, the greatest

rate of achievement has been realized in that direction.



For ruby. the identification and exploitation of a bandwidth funnel were the critical keys in

the development of the first laser. There was a broad absorption band linked through efficient

cascading to the narrow laser level. Our model called for a nuclear analog of this structure which

was unknown in 1 986 when the first phase of experiments was started. Now, that theory has

been confirmed.

The use of iaitense flashes of x rays to dump the stored energy of an isomer was first

shown in 1 988 for the rare nuclide l18OTam which exists naturally as 100% inverted. Then

experiments with the unique superconducti ng linac at Darmstadt showed that populations of the

isomer i18OTam are pumped down through two isolated resonances of extraordinary strength,

about 106 times larger than expected for the excitation of nuclei by x rays. Subsequent

experiments used four accelerators to survey 1 9 isotopes for the systematic occurrence of these

giant pumping resonances.

Research conducted this past year has been focused upon the extension of the results to

systems more nearly resembling actual laser materials. Fluorescent transitions with laser-like

lifetimes of microseconds were found to be pumped with the same type of resonances having

such extraordinary strengths. This major achievement was the synthesis of efforts to advance

instrumentation, with an emphasis upon materials with microsecond lifetimes. The research was

made possible by the successful installation of the Texas-X linear accelerator at our facility.

Dedicated fully to this work it supported the study of these more difficult nuclei. The details of

these achievements are reviewed in the following sections and are followed by preprints and

reprints of those aspects selected for publication. Results this past year continue to enhance the

feasibility of a gamma ray laser by further reducing demands upon potential pump systems.
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THE GAMMA-RAY LASER: ISSUES AND PROGRESS IN 1992

J. J. Carroll, T. W. Sinor, K. N. Taylor, C. Hong, J. D. Standifird,

D. G. Richmond, B. W. Johnson and C. B. Collins

INTRODUCTION

Studies of the feasibility of a gamma-ray laser are readily motivated by the unique

advantages presented by nuclear systems. Many r '.i possess exceptionally long-lived excited

states called isomers with energies of keV to MeV. Populations of these metastable states can

store tera-Joules per liter at solid densities for up to thousands of years so it would not be

necessary to provide all the pump energy for a gamma-ray laser in situ. Electromagnetic

transitions in nuclei provide a variety of transition moments for which the constant linking

spontaneous lifetime with the v3 factor is orders-of-magnitude more favorable than might

otherwise be expected for such short wavelengths. Thus lasing levels in nuclei can have lifetimes

as long as ps and pump pulses can be integrated for much longer times than are characteristic of

x-ray lasers. Another advantage is that gamma-ray transitions routinely have natural linewidths,

as seen in M6ssbauer spectra, and this would insure large cross sections for stimulated emission.

Without broadening, values for I A nuclear transitions typically exceed the cross section for the

stimulation of Nd in YAG.

Despite such a substantial impetus provided by the fundame.ntal considerations, there was

little real progress towards a gamma-ray laser before 1982. This was because traditional

approaches were concentrated upon pumping nuclei with intense particle fluxes and then suddenly

assembling a critical density to reach the threshold for stimulated emission. After a decade of

study in the 1970's, the general impossibility of those brute force, single (output) photon



schemes was finally attributed to the unmanageable amounts of heat incidentally deposited in the

host matrix as discussed in the encyclopedic review of Baldwin, et al.1 That work marked the end

of the traditional approaches to a gamma-ray laser and demonstrated that the critical test for any

new scheme must be the efficacy of pumping to release the energy stored in isomers.

A new interdisciplinary approach 2 to a gamma-ray laser emerged in 1982 following

precursive work3 "10 that appeared near the end of the first cycle of research. The basic plan"', 12

called for the "optical" pumping of nuclei using coherent or incoherent processes. Either

multiphoton processes or multiple electromagnetic transitions would be used to release the

energy stored in nuclear isomers while avoiding many of the problems encountered by the

traditional approaches. In the most straightforward application, 2 incoherent pumping simply

represented a nuclear analog to the ruby laser in which "optical" referred to x rays. A way was

also indicated by which to manage wasted pump energy using a thin film of low Z material as a

host matrix.

Driven by this blueprint for a gamma-ray laser which now appears in the textbooks.' 3 in

the past decade the main line project at the Center for Quantum Electronics has been rich with

achievement. The fundamental concepts of coherent pumping have been demonstrated14-18 but not

surprisingly the greatest rate of progress has been realized in the simpler direction of incoherent

pumping.19"-2 In fact the feasibility of a gamma-ray laser has been increased orders-of-magnitude

by major breakthroughs in the pumping of nuclear isomers with bremsstrahluig .

At the present the most significant impediment to study of the feasib i ity of a gamma-ray

laser continues to be the lack of suitable materials. Of the 1886 distingui hable isotopes,30.31

29 have been identified as first Class candidates, but only the two poorest, I" Ta and 123Te were

available in sufficient amounts for testing. Still the discovery of giant pumping resonances for

these nuclides 23-2s and others26 28 greatly strengthened the feasibility. It is upon such pumping

2
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processes that the realization of a gamma-ray laser depends, rather than on refinements like

superradiance which may simply serve to reduce threshold requirements.

In the absence of better candidates, research along the main line continues to focus upon

the pumping of simulation isomers that teach the structure and systematics for these giant

resonances. This study has also been recently extended with encouraging results to the pumping

of laserlike states with lifetimes on the order of tens of ps. The present paper will review these

developments and the major breakthroughs which have significantly increased the feasibility of a

gamma-ray iaser.

CONCEPTS

The critical key to the development of the ruby laser was the identification and exploita-

tion of a bandwidth funnel in which a broad absorption band was linked through efficient

cascading to a narrow laser level. TLis is an essential element as well to the blueprint for a

nuclear analog to the ruby laser and is depicted by the schematic diagram of Fig. 1. Whether the

initial state being pumped is '%e ground state or an isomer, the principal figure of merit is the

integrated cross section, Ab boo 0 I'/2, for populating the upper laser level through the absorption

state. Only ore such state, or gateway, is shown ia the figure but there could be more. The

probabilities that the gateway will decay directly back to the initial level and either directly or by

cascade to the laser level are b. and b., respectively. These quantities together with the natural

width of the absorption level, r give the useful, partial width describing the transfer of

population, babor. The parameter o0 is one half of the peak value of the Breit-Wigner cross

section and is proportional to the square of the wavelength of the pump photon. This means

that the cross section for useful absorption of pump energy will be much larger for photons

3
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than "or particles of the same energy. This is another crucial element to the feasibility of a

gamma-ray laser as discussed in detail later.

Optical pumping processes like that depicted in Fig. I have been known in nuclear physics

for more than 50 years 32 and are called (7,7') reactions where - and 7' refer to the incident and

scattered photons, respectively. Values of integrated cross section for these reactions typically

range1 9-22.33 from I's to 10's in the usual units (uu.) of 1029 cm 2 keV. However, the need for

intense photon sources in the study of these reactions led to practical difficulties in accurately

calibrating the incident flux. In particular the most difficult sources of x rays to characterize

proved to be radionuclides for which all intensity away from the spectral lines resulted from

environmentally sensitive Compton scattering. Thus little quantitative agreement could be found

in the literature between values of integrated cross section obtained in differeiut experiments.

Even as late as 1987 there were serious contentions34 over the mechanism by which these

reactions occurred and the way in which expected fluorescence yields were calculated. Still the

qualitative analysis of (-w'') experiments clearly showed that bandwidth funneling did occur in

I* nuclei.

The earliest challenge to the gamma-ray laser project was to place the optical pumping of

nuclei on a firm quantitative basis, beqinning with a model for the reaction. The time-integrated

yield of final-state nuclei, Nf obtained by irradiating a population of initial-state nuclei, Ni with a

continuum of photons extending up to a maximum "endpoint" energy, E0 is given by

E0-f N1. fo o(E) F(E.Ed)dE ,()

/4
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where 4% is the total flux of incident photons integrated over the lifetime of the final state,

F(E.E0) is the distribution of energies within the continuum and o(E) is the energy-dependent

cross section for the reaction. The distribution F(E,E 0) is normalized such that

f F(EE 0) dE- . (2)
0

It is now well known that all (7.7') reactions occurring at energies below the threshold for

photoneutron production resonantly excite discrete states like that shown in Fig. 1. Although

the widths of these gateways may be large on the nuclear scale, at this level there is little

structure to most incident photon continua. If the gateways are well-spaced compared to their

widths Eq. 1 becomes

Af(E0) - Nf / (Nj(, 0) - i (or), F(EJ.E,) , (3)

where the yield has been expressed as the fractional activation per unit photon flux, Af(E0) and

(0r)j, (nbaboar/2)j is the cross section for population of the final state through the jth

gateway integrated over a Lorentzian lineshape. The Breit-Wigner formula gives

Go0 1 (4)
27t 219+1 c(P+lI

where X is the wavelength of the pump photon, 1i and 1. are the angular momenta of the gateway

and ground states, respectively, and ap is the internal conversion coefficient for the pump

transition.
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MODEL VALIDATION

The model of Eq. 3 was validated by using bremsstrahlung from five different accelerators

to irradiate targets containing the few isomeric nuclei for which re7able gateway data wis

available in the literature. These devices wer: two nuclear simulators, DNA/PITHON and

DNA/Auror-, two medical linacs and one research linac, the injector to the superconducting

Darmstadt linear accelerator (S-DALINAC). This approach, rather than that of using radionu-

clides as x-ray sources, was chosen due to the relative insensitivity of the intense, broad continua

of bremsstrahlung tc Compton scattering. Also, due to the -wide use of electron accelerators in

a variety of fields well-established compute: codes have been developed for the accurate

calibration of their photon output from measured currents and target geometries.

Gram sized samples were exposed for times ranging from seconds to hours for the cw

machines and to single flashes from the pulsed-power devices. The yield of isomers produced by

each irradiation were obtained by detecting fluorescence photons emitted after transferring the

samples to a quieter environment. Standard corrections were made for the isotopic abundance,

isomer lifetime, detection and emission efficiencies, and transparency of the samples to the

fluorescence. Photon spectra were calculated with the EGS4 electron/photon transport code35

adapted for each experiment to give both 40 and F(EE 0). In some cases 40 was verified by in-line

dosimetry.

The results of these experiments 19-22.24 were in excellent agreement wiih the predictions of

Eq. 3 using traditional literature valueso.*3 13 of gateway energies and integrated cross sections

for the calibration isotopes 79Br, 7Se, 151n and 87Sr. These values are summarized in Table I.

A typical example is given in Fig. 2 which shows a composite excitation function obtained for the

calibration isomer 97Srm using the above mentioned accelerators 24.26 and the nevdy installed

6
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Texas-X cescarch linac at the University of Texas at Dallas. It is important to note that the yield

of the 87Sr isomer was orders-of-magnitude enhanced by nuclear bandwidth funneling over that

which could have been accounted for by direct excitation of the metastable level from the ground

state.

An important consequence of the confidence level established by these experiments was the

development of a new method36 for selectively sampling the energy distribution of intense photon

fluxes and providing absolute measurements using isomeric photoexcitation reactions. Even more

important for the present work, there could no longer be any reasonable doubt of the model

or procedures for quantitatively measuring fluorescence efficiencies using breinsstrahlung.

This methodology was then applied to the examination of candidate nuclei for a gamma-ray laser.

GIANT PUMPING RESONANCES

Many of the candidate isotopes for a gamma-ray laser are deformed nuclei whose energy

levels are built upon rotational bands like those of diatomic molecules. For a spheroidal nucleus

an additional quantum must be conserved in reactions, K which is the projection of the total

angular momentum, J on the major axis of symmetry. The selection rules for electromagnetic

transitions are therefore tAJi < M and IAKI < M where M is the multipolarity of the transition.

In general, isomeric levels of these deformed nuclei have quite lorg lifetimes since they lie in bands

whose values of K differ greatly from thcse of bands containing lower-lying states to which they

would otherwise be radiatively connected. Such isomers would be ideal as an initial state in the

pumping of a gamma-ray laser since much energy is already stored in the nucleus. However, this

same property means that a bandwidth funnel like that of Fig. I would have to span substantial

AK and the integrated cross section for such a transfer of population could have been expected

to be very small.

7



From this perspective the nuclide '"Ta was considered to be among the poorest candidates

since its isomer stores only 75 keV and requires the largest change in angular momentum, 8ti for

transitions to the ground state.30 ..3  However, this isotope carries the distinction of being the

only naturally occurring isomer in nature, having a lifetime in excess of I012 years while its

ground state has a halflife of only 8.1 hours. Since a macroscopic sample was readily available,

"iOTa'm became the first candidate tested.

An experiment was conducted 23 in 1987 in which 1.2 mg of IS°Ta- was irradiated with

bremsstrahlting from a 6 MeV medical linac and a large fluorescence yield was observed. This was

the first demonstration that the energy stored in a nuclear isomer could be dumped to

freely-radiating states by a (,71') reaction as needed for a gamma-ray laser. Simply the

observation of any fluorescence from a mg sized target when grams of material were needed for

the calibration isotopes was evidence of pumping of unexpected magnitude and analysis23 of the

data indicated that the partial width for the dumping of i8OTam was abcut 0.5 eV. This was much

longer than the peV widths measured for the population of the calibration isotopes of Table I.

The gateway excitation energies for this isomer were determined by a seL-ies of irradia-

tions23 made with the variable energy S-DALINAC. Fourteen different endpoints in the range

from 2.0 MeV to 5.5 MeV were used to obtain the excitation function shown in Fig. 3.- As in

the case of the calibration isomer, 97Sr,, sharp increases in the yield as a function of endpoint,

called activation edges, were observed indicating the locations of the gateways. Using these

locations and incident photon spectra computed with EGS4, the excitation function was

Iteratively fit with Eq. 3 and trial values for the (or). The fitted gateway parameters are given

in Table Il. The lowest-lying gateway identified 24 for the dumping of the 1B0Ta isomer was a, 2.8

MeV with an integrated cross section of 12000 uu. The demonstration that populations of

a8



nuclear isomers can be dumped with bremsstrahlung, and with int'grated cross sections 1r)4 times

larger than could have been expected stands as the first major breakthrough towards a gamma-ray

la.er and has enhanced its feasibility by four orders-of-magnitude.

These "giant pumping resonances" were also observed25 for the second poorest candidate,

123Te. However, no other candidates were available in sufficient amounts for testing so research

focused on the pumping of simulation isomers in order to learn more about the systematics and

structure of these gateways. A preliminary survey2 of the pt;mping of 19 isomeric simulation

nuclei was conducted cei a fairly coarse mesh of bremsstrahlung endpoints using the nuclear

simulators and the nedical linacs. Again, giant pumping resonances for transferring large AK

w•re obseived for niclei in a region of masses near A - 180. A refined survey27 was obtained

u' ing the S-PALINAC and served to locate the gateways and measure integrat•d cross sections

for four isotopes neighboring 18°Ta. The results of these studies are shown in Fig. 4 which

indicates that both the excitation energies and integrated cross sections for pumping isomers vary

slowly between neighboring masses. The integrated cross sections were also correlated27 with the

ground state deformation, a property of the nuclear core.

The unexpected magnitudes measured for pumping resonances in the mass-180 region have

been difficult to interpret in the single-particle model and the apparent ease with which such large

AK is transferred has been a mystery. `1owever, an understanding of the basic principle has taken

form which identifies these gateway loc~ tions with energies that excite collective oscillations of

the nuclear core for which there would:I~ no fUxed shape by which K could be conserved. This

would break the selection rule for K thr ugh strong adirnixtures of single-particle states. It is

interesting to speculate that these giant pu ping resonances may parallel the appearance of double

minima shown to occur in the potential en rgy of heavy but nonfissile nuclei. 37 These minima are

9



expected to lie at excitation energies of a few MeV while the gateways identified in the mass-180

region lie between 2.5 MeV and 3 MeV.

Support for this idea comes not only from the systematics of the giant resonances for

pumping isomers but also from experimental results that demonstrated3s that the spontaneous

electromagnetic decay of the isomer 174Hfm proceeded through a level at 2.65 MeV which

provided an even larger degree of K transfer, AK - 14. As shown in Fig. 5 this is remarkably

close to the energy of the K-mixing gateway at 2.8 _ 0.1 MeV found for ""OTa. The understand-

ing of giant pumping resonances as coupling to core oscillations means that the behavior of

candidate isotopes lying near those nuclides tested can be reasonably be interpolated from the

systematics data. Thus it can be expected that if an isomer starts with enough energy, little

additional pump would be needed to reach a giant pumping resonance which lay 2.5 - 3.0 MeV

above the ground state, but perhaps only a few hundred keV above the metastable state. This

understanding constitutes a second breakthrough towards the feasibility of a gamma-ray laser.

The above described discoveries have significantly improved the feasibility of a gamma-ray

laser by lowering pump requirements for a gamma-ray !aser, primarily because of the large sizes

of the integrated cross sections measured. However, the resolution of those experiments only

permitted the gateways to be located to within ± 0.1 MeV as shown in Table IL. The possibility

was therefore left open that the reaction strength might not be concentrated in a fem 'ransitions

with relatively large widths, but instead might be spread over a great number of closely spaced

levels with considerably reduced widths. This was of particular concern for the nuclei favored in

Fig. 4 which have large excited state densities, and even more so for IW°Ta which is a rare

odd-odd nucleus. Such behavior would seriously degrade the ratio of useful pump energy

absorbed resonantly by the active nuclei to the energy absorbed nonresonantly, making the

10



management of waste heat more difficult. A series of experiments were performed to explore

this possibility.

Isomeric excitation functions reflect only one specific reaction channel of the process

aepicted in Fig. I, that is the strong absorption of incident photons in a transition from the

ground state to the gateway followed by a decay cascade leading to the metastable level.

However, another important channel is that of absorption followed by a direct decay of the

gateway back to the ground state. From Fig. I it can be seen that a large (or) for the

population of an isomer will be accompanied by elastic scattering of significant numbers of

photons with an analogous integrated cross section, (on),1 = nb. 2o 0F 2 . The detection of these

photons in real time during an irradiation permits the direct measurement of excitation energies

and widths for nuclear transitions and forms the basis for nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF)

experiments.

An experimental arrangement 39 especially designed for NRF measurements was used to

investigate 28 .29 two isomeric nuclides, s9Y and 115in which were chosen for their large natural

isotopic abundances and the degree to which their structure could be characterized within the

unified model. Gram-sized samples were sandwiched between aluminum and boron calibration

targets and were irradiated with well-collimated bremsstrahlung. Endpoint energies were used

which permitted the observation of photons scattered by strong transitions with excitation

energies in the range from 1.5 MeV to 4.5 MeV. These photons were measured with carefully

shielded detectors placed off-axis and appeared in pulse-height spectra as peaks superimposed on a

large Compton background. Isomeric excitation functions were also measured for these isotopes.

Detailed spectra are available in the literature2s.29 but the relevant points are illustrated in

schematic form for 1151n in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6a the excitation function data28 indicated

o.-..



two giant pumping resonances located at 2.8 + 0.1 MeV and 3.2 + 0.1 MeV. The striking

discovery was in the NRF data which only exhibited the strong transitions of Fig. 6b with

energies lying within the experimental resolution of the gateways. Thus these few levels, or a

subset thereof, were responsible for the population of the isomer. This conclusion was

confirmed by unified-model calculations which showed that the absorption strength was

concentrated into a small number of El or E2 transitions with excitation energies near those

measured. Similar results 29 were obtained for 89Y. Although a one-to-one correspondence was

beyond the limits of the theoretical approach, the correlation between calculations and

experiments clearly showed that the gateways in 89Y and "IsIn correspond to a small number of

levels having relatively large partial widths. This is the third major breakthrough in the feasibility

of a gamma-ray laser.

A LASER MODEL

The 1990's molel for a gamma-ray laser is fundamentally identical to the nuclear analog of

the ruby laser presented2 in 1982. Isomeric nuclei would be doped into a thin, low-Z diluent and

would be pumped by a flash of x rays. However, the discovery of giant pumping resonances has

relaxed some of the original constraints, improving the feasibility of a gamma-ray laser by

orders-of-magnitude over that originally projected. Thus it is instructive to recompute the

model in terms of this new data. Of course the precise identity of the best nuclide to model is

unknown so it is necessary to begin with certain assumptions:

1) There is a single pump transition with an excitation energy of E, = 30 keV.

2) The initial state is an isomer with a sufficiently high energy that 1) is possible.

3) The gateway is a giant pumping resonance having a partial width of babor - I eV.

4) The output transition is around 100 keV.

12



5) The active nuclei are implanted in a thin film of diamond.

6) The Borrmann effect enhances the ratio of resonant to nonresonant absorption by a

factor of 10.

The most critical assumptions are those of 1) and 2). However, isomers can be found over a

large range of excitation energies from 1 O's of keV to several MeV so there is only a statistical

question whether a giant pumping resonance can be found within 30 keV of an isomer. The

remaining conditions are based on recent discoveries, the present state-of-the-art technology for

producing thin diamond films 40 and projections for the near future.

Following the development 2 of 1982, under small signal conditions the threshold for

amplification in a single pass down the length of the film requires the fraction of active nuclei

pumped to be Nf/N, > ONRIOR. The ONR and OR are the cross sections for nonresonant and

resonant absorption, respectively, of the 100 keV output photons. It can be shown'.41 that with

the assumed Borrmann enhancement a midrange value for this fraction is 10-4 although even more

favorable values are possible. It is also conceivable that refinement effects like superradiance may

serve to reduce the threshold requirement further. Using the required pump fraction and the

Breit-Wigner cross section of Eq. 4 for a 30 keV photon with Ii = l and ap= 0, Eq. 3 gives the

needed spectral flux of 4ý0F(Ej,E0) - 5.9 x 1013 cm"2 eV"1, or a spectral fluence of

177 mJ cm"2 eV-". If edge filters or ablation layers are used prior to the doped layer the pump

bandwidth could be limited to 3 keV, yielding a total fluence of 530 J cm' 2.

The essential concept for the management of the thermal economy of a gamma-ray laser is

that the mean free path (MFP) for useful, resonant absorption of the 30 keV pump must be

much smaller than the MFP for nonresonant, photoelectric absorption. Also the MFP for

resonant absorption must be smaller than the MFP for any primary photoelectrons produced by

13
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nonresonant events in the film. Primary photoelectrons are the dominant source of heating since

relatively few conversion electrons will be produced by energetic gamma transitions in the pump

cascade. These conditions can be met by doping a thin diamond film with a 10 % concentration

of active nuclei. In order to maximize the absorption of the pump in this example, the thickness

of the film is chosen to equal one MFP for 30 keV photons, that is 0.67 jpm.

In the case of isotopes which are rare earths or platinides, the 30 keV pump would lie

below the K edge and about 15 keV above the L edge, giving primary photoelectrons with

energies near I S keV. In diamond the range of these electrons would be about 3.0 gm so only

20% of the primaries would be stopped in the host film. 41 The fraction of the incident pump

"fluence which would be stopped in the laser medium by nonresonant absorption is 2.4 x 10-3 so
I

the total fraction of input fluence which would be converted to heat would be 4.8 x 0-4. The

total fluence degraded to heat would then be 255 mJ cm-2 and the thermal loading of the film

"* would be 3.8 KJ cm-3. For comparison, the energy density due to useful, resonant absorption

would be 2.6 KJ cm-3.

To have stimulated emission the host lattice must preserve the natural width of the output

transition through the M6ssbauer effect. The complex dependence of the recoil-free-fraction

upon materials and gamma transition energies was discussed in Ref. I and it was shown that little

degradation of this factor occurred for temperatures even as high as the Debye temperature, eD.

In diamond the Debye temperature is 9D - 2230 K and the energy content of a film at a

temperature T - GD is computed 42 to be about 11 IKJ cm"3. Thus the estimated instantaneous

thermal loading of 3.8 KJ cm"3 gives a "safety factor" of nearly three for preserving the

stimulated emission cross section. A similar calculation for a host film of beryllium gives

comparable results. 41
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Much can be done to reduce the heating further since phonons can be transported across

the 0.67 mm film in about 100 ps while lasing levels would have lifetimes ranging from 1 0's of

ns to 10's of us. Thus over the duration of the pump flash the cooling of the film could be

improved significantly over that of the example above. However, the techniques available depend

upon precise knowledge of the actual isotope and the absorption edges of the materials used.

Still the model demonstrates that there is a large safety margin between likely amounts of

thermal loading and the amounts which can be tolerated in stiff lattices like diamond or beryllium.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

The feasibility of a gamma-ray laser has been greatly enhanced by the discovery of giant

resonances for the pumping and dumping of nucleair isomers. Such a metastable state would be

used as a high-lying storage level from which a modest nump would populate a lasing level. Thus

the next step in the project has been to examine the pumping of more laserlike excited nuclear

states with lifetimes on the order of jis, a task which is requiring new research tools and

techniques.

A milestone for the gamma-ray laser project was reached in 1992 with the construction of

an underground facility dedicated to the pumping of nuclear materials and the installation of the

Texas-X research linear accelerator at the University of Texas at Dallas. This 4 MeV linac was

designed to produce pulses of bremsstrahlung of 2.78 pIs duration with a repetition rate of up to

360 Hz, characteristics which were ideal for the study of the pumping of states with lifetimes

greater than I ps. After an initial emplacement and testing period, the output spectrum of the

Texas-X was calibrated abolutely by photoactivation measurements. 43 A survey of previously

tested isotopes was then conducted as a test of consistency. The agreement with earlier

measurements was excellent as evidenced by the data for the calibration isomer S7Srm in Fig. 2.

15



To investigate the pumping of laserlike levels a new technique is being developed which

allows the observation of fluorescence on a ps timescale. Since these lifetimes are too short to

permit the physical transfer of irradiated samples it is necessary to detect fluorescence in situ. In

developmental experiments this was accomplished by placing a heavily shielded CsF scintillator and

its photomultiplier tube (PMT) within the linac chamber such that no direct exposure to

bremsstrahlung could occur. The detector housing was located off the beam axis so photons

coming from an irradiated sample could be viewed through a collimated opening. Samples wee

placed on axis in close proximity to the converter target which produced the bremsstrahlung in

order to maximize the incident flux and thereby the amount of nuclear excitation. When operated

at a repetition rate of 360 Hz the linac produced pulses of x rays which were separated by

2.78 ms. By gating the PMT off during each pulse it was possible to prevent the detector from

being blinded by the large numbers of Compton photons present in real time. A stable high

-_: voltage to the PMT was then reestablished over a few ps to permit the detection of fluorescence

from any excited states populated during the pulse. During the measurement period which

extended until the next pulse a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) was used to obtain decay

spectra that were collected over a large number of gating cycles. The details of this technique are

discussed in a later chapter.

Preliminary experiments mere conducted with this emerging technology to study the

excitation of ps states in the isotopes '&1Ta and 176Hf which have natural abundances of 99.993%

and 5.206%, respectively. The energetics of these nuclides are described by the schematic of

Fig. 7. In one experiment a gram-sized sample of tantalum was irradiated and fluorescence was

detected from the decay cascade of the 615 keV, 18 ps state of 18tTa. The data are shown in

Fig. 8a and excellent agreement was indicated between the measurements and the literature value

for the lifetime of the state. An experiment conducted with a hafnium sample produced the
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similar data of Fig. 8b. For this nucleus the level of 1.559 MeV feeds that at 1.333 MeV,

resulting in a sequential decay. Again excellent agreement was obtained between the measurements

and literature values for the halflives. Evidence was also seen in Fig. 8b for the excitation of the

401 pis level at 2.866 MeV.

The numbers of nuclei excited by a single pulse were calculated from the counts obtained

over a specified time interval and from the detection efficiency determined with a S7Co calibration

source placed at the sample position. Only photons in the cascade having energies greater than

250 keV were detected due to threshold settings of the electronics so a correction was made for

the fraction of decay events which were observable. The analyses of the results of Fig. 8 using

Eq. 3 provided lower bounds for the integrated cross sections for populating these laserlike

levels which were comparable to those measured for the production of isomers. The values

found were 650 ti. and 1650 uu. respectively for the excitation of the 18 pas state of 181Ta, and

both the 9.6 ps and 9.9 ps states of 176Hf. The measurement of such large integrated cross

sections for laserlike levels greatly strengthens the feasibility of a gamma-ray laser optically

pumped from an initial isomeric state. This technique also opens a new region of the parameter

space shown in Fig. 9 for examination of the properties of nuclei of interest for a gamma-ray

laser. Further efforts are underway to refine the technology and to proceed with extensive

studies of new delayed scattering nuclei in the upper portion of Fig. 9.

Another recent development was the implantation by a local small business of isotopically

pure s7Fe nuclei within a thin diamond film deposited on a titanium substrate. The sample

represented a realistic simulation of a host material capable in principle of preservinp a natural

width for the stimulated-emission cross section, a necessary condition for a gamma-ray laser. In

fact M6ssbauer spectra showed this to be the case and the quality of the data obtained from the

17



4.5 pig of S7Fe within the film was not significantly degraded from that obtained from a

milligram enriched 57Fe sample. More details are discussed in a following chapter.

CONCLUSIONS

The discovery of giant resonances for pumping and dumping isometric populations coupled

with the development of the technology for producing thin diamond films have enhanced the

feasibility of a gamma-ray laser by orders-of-magnitude over that projected in the blueprint of

1982. All of the component concepts have now been demonstrated experimentally and the

persistent but false tenets of theoretical dogma which have historically inhibited the development

of a gamma-ray laser have been eliminated. In particular it is not necessary to melt the host

lattice in order to optically pump a nuclear system to threshold. There are no a priori

obstacles to the realization of a gamma-ray laser. A gamma-ray laser is feasible if the

right combination of energy levels occurs in some real material. The remaining question to

resolve is whether or not one of the better candidates has its isomeric level located sufficiently

close to a giant resonance for dumping angular momenta.

This work was supported by SDIO/TNI under the direction of NRL.
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Table I

Summary of the traditional literature values0,33 of gateway parameters for the calibration

isomers used to validate the model of Eq. 3.

Isomer E, [MeV] (or), [uu.] b.boFr [peV]

79Brm 0.761 6.2 4.7

77Sem 0.250 0.20 -0.010

0.480 0.87 0.10

0.818 0.7 ý.!3

1.005 30 0.0039

"?ISlnm 1.078 20 63.2

87Srm 1.22 8.5 -50

1.88 16 -230

2.67 380 -700
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Table I!

Recently measured values24 of integrated cross sections, (on),j for the reaction IlOTam(7,7')' 80Ta.

The gateway excitation energies E. for these levels are given at the centers of the ranges of

energies that could be resolved experimentally.

E, [MeV] or), [uu.] bbo1 [eV]

2.8 1 0.1 12000 ± 2000 -0.25

3.6 : 0.1 35000 ± 5000 -1.2

24
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CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the bandwidth funneling of population to a laser level

through a gateway state with natural width r. The incident photon -' is absorbed with a cross

section o0 by the initial level which may be either a ground state or an isomer. The cascade from

gateway to laser level is shown by the dotted line with promptly emitted photons being the 71.

Figure 2: Fractional activations, Af for the reaction S7Sr(1,7')S7Srm as a function of

bremsstrahlung endpoint, E0 obtained with 5 different accelerators. The solid curve plots values

computed from Eq. 3 using gateway parameters found in the literatue 2 4.33 and calculated photon

spectra. The agreement of these values with the measurements was excellent and validated the

procedures.

Figure 3: Fractional activations, Af for the reaction I'°Tam(1',7')t8°Ta as a function of

bremsstrahlung endpoint, E0 obtained with the S-DALINAC. Gateway parameters were

determined 24 by fitti.g the measured excitation function using Eq. 3 with trial values for the

(or), which were found to be 104 larger than those usually measured for (1',1") reactions. These

data demonstrated the dumping of an isomeric population with x rays.

Figure 4: Systematics for integrated cross sections and gateway locations for pumping nuclear

isomers with photons. The groupings correspond to mass islands between magic numbers for

neutrons and protons. The best candidates for a gamma-ray laser lie in the mass-180 island.

Within this island the integrated cross sections and excitation energies, indicated by the

X symbols plotted by the right-hand ordinate, vary only slowly with changing mass number, A.
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Figure 5: Energetics for the spontaneous decay3 of 174Hfm through an intermediate state

providing AK - 14 compared with those24 for the dumping of 18°Tam through a similar

intermediate state. In the case of 1I°Tam, the dumping reaction provides AK = 8. Both gateways

are expected to be admixtures of single-particle states, thereby producing significant K mixing.

Figure 6: Schematic representing integrated cross sections 28 for a) population of the isomer

tISlnm obtained from excitation function measurements and for b) elastic scattering by absorption

transitions obtained from NRF measurements. Gateway locations of a) were determined only

within ± 0.1 MeV and strongly scattering levels were only observed within these bands. Thus a

subset of the transitions of b) are responsible for the population of the isomer. This was

confirmed by unified model calculation5. "

Figure 7: Energetics for the pumping of laserlike levels and decay cascades from those states for

the nuclei a) 181Ta and b) 176Hf. Halflives where known3.31 are indicated to the right of the

states. Heavy dashed arrows identify the transitions observable with the thresholds set for the

detection electronics.

Figure 8: Pulse-height spectra obtained with a time-to-amplitude converter over multiple gating

cycles for the excitation of ps lifetime states in a) 181Ta and b) 176Hf. The schematic indicates

that data collection began when the CsF detectori was gated on 8 ps after the end of each x-ray

pulse. The decay of the data gave excellent agreement between measured halflives and those values

available in the literature.30.31  Analysis of these results indicated that lower bounds for the

integrated cross sections for pumping were comparable to those previously obtained for the

population of isomers.
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Figure 9: Plot of the parameter space for the description of the properties of nuclei of interest

for a gamma-ray laser. Mo~ssbauer nuclei are shown as circles, the simulation nuclei of Ref. 26 as

squares and nuclides which require delayed scattering techniques for evaluation as triangles. Filled

symbols indicate those for which fluorescence was successfully excited through giant pumping

resonances. The two large triangles represent the isotopes 1'8 Ta and 176H-f for which preliminary

measurements were recently obtained.
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INSTALLATION OF THE TEXAS-X RESEARCH LINEAR ACCELERATOR

K. N. Taylor, C. Hong, T. W. Sinor, J. J. Carroll, J. D. Standifird.

B. W. Johnson, D. G. Richmond, and C. B. Collins

INTRODUCTION . -

The previous chapter of this report reviewed the motivations and successes in studies

conducted at the Center for Quantum Electronics on the feasibility of a gamma-ray laser. It was

emphasized there that the next level of investigation would involve the study of isomers

possessing laserlike nuclear states having lifetimes on the order of one to several microseconds.V

and that this would be done with an in-house linac. The intent of the following material is to

detail the various phases of the construction, installation, testing, optimizations and initial

experiments that have gone into bringing the Texas-X research linear accelerator on line and into

the fruitful research endeavors described here.

UNDERGROUND FACILITIES AND INSTALLATION OF TEXAS-X

Preparations for installation and operation of the Texas-X linear accelerator began with

construction of the dedicated shielding chamber which was designed for housing the device and

constructed at university expense. Excavation for this construction began ad.jicent to the High

Energy Laser Laboratory of the Center for Quantum Electronics on Nov. 7, 1991. Construc-

tion by a State of Texas agency is complex and highly regulated and the final designs for the

building called for an underground facility that would derive its shielding capacity from both

concrete and groundcover. With prevailing considerations of ground water and soil instability

the foundation called for a pier and beam support structure reaching to bedrock (Figure 1).

Following construction of the piers and a mud slab, the main floor, which was one foot thick

and laced ve,-y heavily with reinforcement bars, was poured on Dec. 16, 1991. As seen in

- /
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Figs. 2 and 3, this was followed by construction of the walls, ceiling, and installation of

conduits for power, accelerator control, and signal cables, etc. Toward the end of February

1992 soil had been moved into place about the walls and packed to attain. proper densities for

meeting the shielding specifications and temporary soil cover had beer. placed over the ceiling

(Figs. 4 and 5). The final phases of construction occurred during March and early April of 1992.

These included such items as electrical wiring, plumbing, installation of the air exchange system,

heating and cooling devices, safety interlo cks, and personnel safety alarms. Figure 6 shows an

interior view of the chamber and also the future location of the accelerator (as demonstrated by

the wooden simulation frame). Following sodding of the ground cover with bermuda grass,

installation of a chain link fence enclosing the chamber was begun on April 10 (Figure 7). Tasks

relating to cleanup and small oversights, etc., were completed in May, 1 992.

Final acceptance of the accelerator system itself was completed during the spring and the

device was shipped to the University of Texas at Dallas at the end of May 1 992. Representatives

from the manufacturer accompanied the system and supervised placement of its various

components. As indicated in Fig. 8, the control console and modulator were separated from the

underground accelerating unit and placed inside the. main laboratory. The control unit was

accessibly located inside the copper mesh screen room which also contains the controlling and

processing electronics for the experiments. The modulator, which contains the power

distribution system, switching elements and pulse forming network was placed near the door

leading downstairs to the accelerator chamber. The cable run conducting the power pulses from

the modulator to the linac is on the order of 50 feet. The process of installing, testing and

adjusting the machine took approximately 3 to 4 weeks. The university began operation of the

machine the last week of June. Characterization studies of its output began on June 23, 1 992.

Following these studies, as described below, an involved series of efforts was initiated to develop
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an operating environment in which noise levels, and other concerns, permitted the observation of

delayed nuclear emissions from target isomers possessing laserlike ene.-gy levels. This objective 7

required the optimizatica, and even the development of technology, in three areas: the

fluorescence detection system, EMI and RFI noise control, and data acquisition and processing.

DETECTION SYSTEM

The critical core of the detection system for nuclear fluorescence was a fast scintillation

crystal having a very low residual phosphorescence. After evaluating the many alternatives, the

rather obscure CsF material was concluded to offer the best figure of merit when measured

against these unusual requirements.

A CsF crystal having cylindrical dimensions of 2.5 cm diameter and length of 2.5 cm and

coupled to an RCA 8850 photomultiplier tube served to detect the delayed fluorescent emissions

from the target nuclei irradiated by the bremsstrahlung radiation from the linear accelerator.

This combination of a fast scintillator and fast photomultiplier tube yielded a composite detector.

capable of fast speeds, good charge production and high gain.' Because of the typically short

lifetimes concerned with in our work and, also, the expected high background count rates, CsF

was chosen over the more popular, but slower Nal. The significant increase in count rate

capability of CsF, whose principal decay constant 2 is 4.4 ns, over that of Nal (230 ns decay

constant 3) outweighed concerns over nearly commensurate losses in light output (CsF output 2

about 5 to 10 % of Nal). Furthermore, losses in energy resolution were of minor consideration

due to the energy and temporal simplicity of the spectra being observed.

By far, the most intense emissions that the detection system had to contend with were

those due to the nonresonant, Compton scattered photons produced during irradiation of the

sample by the pumping x rays. Fortunately, the delayed nuclear fluorescence was temporally
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resolved from the pumping pulse and a gating scheme designed to minimize the deleterious effects

of the scattered radiation was implemented. Without gating the detector OFF during irradiation

of the sample, the photomultiplier tube would be driven into saturation and premature

deterioration of the photocathode would ensue. The scintillator itself cannot be gated, of

course. Therefore, in order to minimize exposure of the scintillator to the scattered radiation a

high degree of shielding and collimation was employed. These efforts helped minimize concerns

about scintillator afterglow or phosphorescence4 (another property for which CsF is superior to

Nal).

The gating technique employed consisted of driving the focusing electrode of the

photomultiplier tube into an OFF condition prior to each onset of a pumping pulse from the

accelerator. At termination of the pulse, the operating potential of the focusing electrode was

restored and normal operation of the photomultiplier tube resumed. This scheme is depicted in /

Fig. 9 in which it can be seen that an appropriately negative potential applied to the focusing

electrode results in an effective OFF condition for the tube. Gating the focusing electrod§,ý-1 0 of

an 8850 tube provides for a high contrast ratio (i.e., the quotient of the tube's ON gain to its

OFF gain) and short gating transition times (on the order of 80 ns here).

An inherent drawback of gating a photomultiplier tube by direct switching of any of the

electrod- potentials is the generation of switching transients, caused by the capacitive coupling

between the gated electrode and the anode of the tube, that may be inadvertantly mistaken for

signal photocurrents. In the case of an approximately rectangular gating pulse the corresponding

transient output is a set of oppositely polarized spikes caused by differentiation of the original

pulse. The precise shape of the transient output is, of course, determined by the shape of the

gating pulse and the RC parameters of the differentiating output (which consists of the stray,

coupling capacitance between the focusing electrode and the anode and the effective output
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impedance of the detection system). Naturally, one seeks to minimize the effects of this output

transient, and this can, in part, be done by adjusting, where possible, the parameters that

influence its shape and magnitude. For fluorescent emissions sufficiently delayed, the gating

transien'.s do not present a problem.

NOISE CONTROL

One of the most serious concerns to affect efforts directed toward detecting and

measuring delayed 'luorescent emissions is that of electrical interference" produced by the

operation of the linear accelerator itself. This form of interference has directly influenced the

nature of the processing electronics, the physical arrangement and nature of signal cables, and, in

fact, all electrical elements involved in the collection, transmission and processing of the detected

signal. The principal sources of electrical noise are the high current and high voltage pulses that

propagate along transmission lines from the pulsed power source (i.e., the modulator) to the

accelerator unit itself. These pulses are delivered into an unshielded network of wires and

components adjacent to the accelerating section of the linac. It has not proven practical to

provide individual shielding of the networks and a more tractable approach of shielding the signal

collection system has been pursued.

Following efforts to minimize conductive interference via ground loops, etc., Fourier

decomposition of the power pulses was undertaken and it was found that the principal spectral

components had frequencies below several hundred kHz. Due to these relatively lower frequencies -

and the confining dimensions of the signal collection system the most significant propagated

contributions to the electromagnetic noise were seen to result from the inductive compo-

nents".12 rather than the radiative components of the field. These inductive components result

from both magnetic and electric contributions. In an effort to identify the precise sources and
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nature of this mode of interference the photomultiplier tube, which acts as a high impedance

current source, was disconnected from the signal cable leading from the accelerator chamber to

the processing ek~ctronics and replaced with a resistor across the input to the cable as shown in

Fig. 10. Figure I11 shows the resulting peak noise amplitude detected at the processing end of

the cable as the input impedance of the cable was increased. It is interesting to note that the

signal does not extrapolate to zero for large input resistances but instead tends to a constant

level. The nature of this dependence on impedance suggests that the primary concern with the

photomultiplier tube connected to the system is electrostatic coupling.

An effective approach taken to decouple the signal system from the noise source was that

of placing a large sheet of copper (5 ft. x 6 ft.) on the chamber wall from which the signal cables

entered the room for connection to the detector output. With an appropriate aperture through

which the cables could emerge, the sheet surrounded the terminating ends of the cables and thus

presented a substantial baffle to interfering fields. A copper box was constructed over the

aperture with bulkhead cable connectors mounted on it for connection to the cables from inside

in the chamber. The thickness of the copper sheet (approximately 0.7 mm) was sufficient to

account for the skin depths of the significant frequencies encountered in the noise spectrum. In

addition to the electrostatic baffle, high quality, double shielded coaxial cable was imployed for

transmission of the signal. With the implementation of this scheme significant reduction of the

noise could be demonstrated as seen in Fig. 12.

Further refinement of the signal received by the processing electronics was achieved by

constructing and inserting a passive, 50 ohm bandstop filter having band edges at approximately

200 kHz and 1200 kHz (Figure 1 3). Th:5 filtering action enhanced the baseline restoration of

the signal following termination of the accelerator power pulse and gating of the detector by

removing contaminating components that contained little or no useful information.
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The efforts described thus far have addressed the issues of enhancing the signal to noise

ratio of the detector output by minimizing the rf noise contents of the signal. Another effort

that tends toward the same end is to minimize contamination of the original photon signal by

contributions from possible delayed, but unrelated, emissions from the sample itself or from

environmental materials exposed to the bremsstrahlung pulse. As indicated in Fig. I14 the output

of the accelerator was spatially defined by a collimator constructed of lead and having dimensions

of 14 inches length and an exit aperture of I inch. The photomultiplier tube/CsF detector was

contained inside a graded cylindrical housing constructed of copper, tin and lead. Radiation

entering the photomultiplier tube housing was restricted by a 4-inch length of collimation that

terminated at the face of the cr~ystal. To minimize noise photons having energies less than about

200 keV a lead filter 1/16 inch thick was placed at the entrance to the detector collimator. The

significance of this filter was that it could limit the input of low energy photons at all times and

not just during the periods of signal input. This limitation would help minimize1 3 any slightly

residual effects of afterglow in the crystal due to the tremendous burst of scattered radiation

occurring during the pumping phase of the cycle.

DATA ACQUISITION, CONTROL AND PROCESSING

The anode timing output from the 8850 tube was inserted into a double shielded coaxial

cable that connected to the cover box on the chamber wall. This fed, in turn, to the double

shielded SO ohm cable mentioned earlier that led to the processing electronics housed in a copper

mesh screen room. The pulse handling electronics were fast, 50 ohm devices designed for high

pulse rate data sources (Fig. 15).

The block diagram shown in Fig. 15S illustrates both the logic layout for synchronizing and

controlling the gating electronics and the signal processing and timing electronics used for
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recording the timing spectrum of the decaying isomer. As seen in the diagram, the reference

signal for initiating the gating process was derived from a synchronizing pulse provided at the

modulator when the main thyratron was triggered into commutation. This analog pulse was

converted to a TTL pulse with a nonretriggerable 74121 multivibrator chip. The TTL pulse then

served as an external trigger for the DG 535 digital delay pulse generator. Two independent,

logical outputs of the DO 535 were time-adjusted to initiate two independent sequences of

events. The first of these events was that of triggering the HV pulse generator into producing a

gating pulse for the focusing electrode of the photomultiplier. Upon arrival of this appropriately

shaped negative pulse at the focusing electrode of the photomultiplier tube the ON bias at the

electrode supplied by the dc power supply was canceled. The HV power supply maintained the

normal +1800 V bias for the photomultiplier tube and the dc power supply biased the focusina

electrode to an ON voltage of +650 V. The gating pulse was typically set to -820 V i .d had a

typical width of 10 microseconds.

The second event triggered by the DO 535 output was the timing sequence for recording

the decaying fluorescence spectrum being emitted by the irradiated sample. This timing sequence

began with arrival of the START pulse from the DO 535 at the input of the time-to-amplitude

converter (TAC). This signal was, of course,_delayed until termination of the linac pulse and

until any residual, nontractable noise had sufficiently decayed to acceptable levels. The TAC

measured the time interval between arrival of the START pulse and a STOP pulse. The STOP

pulse was derived from the processed signals coming from the detector output. With this

technique only on~e timing count could be recorded per linac pulse. So the timing spectrum was

accumulated over many cycles of linac operation. The output of the TAC (an analog signal whose

amplitude is proportional to the measured timing interval) was fed into a multichannel analyzer

whose response was calibrated to indicate time per channel. The method is similar to that of
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delayed coincidence techniques except that here an artificial reference pulse, synchronized to the

irradiation cycle, was used for initiating the timing sequence. The multichannel analyzer displayed

counts vs time.

As indicated in the previous chapter, the success of the efforts, and the validity of the

techniques described here have been beautifully demonstrated for the cases of '8'Ta and 176Hf.

Figure 1 6, reproduced from chapter one, demonstrates the delayed emissions obtained from the

two isomers. The statistics and simplicity of the spectra were sufficient to allow derivation of

the characteristic relaxation times by the straightforward slope technique frequently employed in

delayed coincidence measurements.

ACCELERATOR MODIFICATiONS

Unfortunately, before isomers having shorter lifetimes could be studied, and prior to any

further refinements of the data acquisition and processing systems, a sequence of severe

waveguide problems which would eventually remove the accelerator from operation for a period

of more than four months began to develop. Following approximately fifty hours of beam-time

operation a loss of vacuum by the accelerator waveguide was incurred due to a failure of the

electron beam exit window. This failure necessitated a return of the waveguide under warranty

to the manufacturer for repair of the window. They elected to replace, as a normal course for

such failures, the electron gun at the input end of the guide and to replace the previously .002

inch thick copper/berrylium exit window with .00 1 inch thick 310 stainless steel. Unfortunately,

this window failed within one hour of operation following its return and installation. The

machine was once again returned under warranty to the manufacturer. This time a major

reconsideration of the failure modes of the exit windows was undertaken without cost to our

contract. Following a substantial number of consultations with university personnel, outside
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consultants contracted by the manufacturer, and their own staff, a reengineering effort was

begun that would address three major issues relating to durability of the exit window. The first,

and most significant of these, was the optimum thickness and material for the exit window. The

second concerned the most practical cooling methods for the window and the third, which

eventually involved reengineering the output, addressed the* incorporation of a maintenance

program in which the exit window could be replaced prior to failure.

The eventual selection of appropriate window material, and more importantly, window

thickness was governed by failure modes that were critically dependent on the energy deposited in

the window by the beam, by eddy currents driven by residual accelerating fields emanating from

the resonant standing waveguide and by considerations of exit beam divergence caused by electron

beam scattering within the window. The residual fields were removed from the drift space

leading to the exit window by the incorporation of absorption pads designed for efficient

operation at microwave frequencies. A more difficult problem to address was the dissipation of

the excess energy deposited in the window by the pulsed electron beam. All three modes of heat

transfer were considered as to their effectiveness in removing excess energy from the window.

It was determined that efforts to maintain an oxide-free surface was very important for

maintaining an optimum radiative component of heat transfer and that direct cooling of the

surface with either water or a flow of compressed air was critical. The third method of heat

transfer, viz., that of conduction, was perhaps the most significant in determining the optimum

thickness of the window. Not surprisingly, opposing mechanisms strongly influenced the

consideration of thickness. For example, the thicker the window, the greater the conductive

removal of energy, but also the greater the deposition of energy by the electron beam.

After much consideration two proposals were presented to the university: (1) all exit 4

window cooled by the direct flow of a 1 mm thick. layer of water between two surfaces of
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.002 inch thick layers of stainless steel and (2) a .003 inch thick copper/berryliu .window cooled

directly by a jet of compressed air and indirectly by a watr cooled coil placed at the circumfer-

ence of the window. The final selection from these two proposals was based on three

considerations (1) the effect on beam brightness (i.e., beam divergence), (2) the energy removed

from the beam and (3) the final dose from the photon beam following energy conversion at the

bremsstrahlung target. After tests performed on location at the manufacturing site in California

by both the manufacturer and our university personnel the air cooled copper/berrylium window

was chosen for final placement on the machine. This window was mounted on the reengineered

output section of the guide that provided for routine maintenance of the accelerator by

preschenuled replacement of the window.

As of this writing, shipment and reinstallation of the completed machine to the University

of Texas at D:!'..s is imminent.
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CAPTIONS

Figure I: Pier drilling following excavation.

Figure 2: Installation of reinforcement bars for ceiling.

Figure 3: View of chamber from northeait with laser lab in left background.

Figure 4: Packed soil surrounding walls.

Figure 5: View from the east -- soil, placed on top of chamber.

Figure 6: Simulation framc showing accelerator location inside chamber.

Figure 7: Posts installed for chain link fence.

Figure 8: Placement of accelerator system.

Figure 9: (a) PMT focusing electrode and dynode potentials in the ON and OFF states.

(b) Corresponding gating voltage to focusing electrode.

Figure 10: Test arrangement for studying EMI.

Figure 11: Noise amplitude vs resistance for test system of Figure 1 0.

Figure 1 2: Noise levels into 50 ohm scope showing effectiveness of shielding. (a) Noise without

copper sheet rf shielding and with common coaxial cable. (b) Noise without copper sheet rf

shielding and with double shielded cable. (c) Noise with copper sheet rf shielding and with double

shielded cable.

Figure 13: 50 ohm tee bandstop filter.
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Figure 14: Experimental arrangement for detecting fluorescent emissions from irradiated sample.

Figure IS: Block diagram for control and processing electronics.

Figure, 16: Timing spectra showing fluorescence from microsecond excited states of (a) 18'Ta and

(b) 176H If.
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ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF SPATIAL AND SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS

OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG BY THE PHOTOEXCITATION OF NUCLEAR ISOMERS:

CALIBRATION OF THE TEXAS-X

J. J. Carroll, D. G. Richmond, T. W. Sinor, K. N. Taylor,

C. Hong, J. D. Standifird and C. B. Collins

INTRODUCTION

Linear electron accelerators (linacs) and pulsed power e-beam devices have become

indispensable as sources of bremsstrahlung for a wide variety of applications, Linacs are now

common in medical radiology,' nu.c!ear physics 2 and industry3 for the irradiation of a broad range

of materials. The uses of e-beam devices are less familiar but no less important and large

machines are employed extensively as nuclear simulators 4 to test the effects of radiation on

electronics and other hardware. They have also been used for nuclear physics research.s These

diverse applications and their procedures have been established over a period of years yet there

remains a common impediment to the use of such intense photon sources. This is the difficuly

in accurately and directly measuring the spectral properties of the bremsstrahlung needed to

calibrate the output of the accelerator or pulsed-power machine.

Many techniques have beep developed for the characterization of bremsstrahlung, the most

prevalent of which is based upon traditional measurements of the dose of absorbed radiation.

This quantity is routinely and accurately measured' with ionization chambers or thermolumines-

cent dosimeters (TLD's) for either flash or continuous exposures. Since the dose can be a useful

indicator of the overall photon flux it is the basis of calibration procedures employed in most

medical and industrial applications and in monitoring the radiation produced by nuclear simuh-

tors.6 However, dose is a convolution of the photon spectrum with appropriate absorption
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coefficients which depend upon wavelength' sc it is not possible to explicitly determine the

energy distribution of the bremsstrahlung. Instead the usual practice7 is to use dose measure-

ments to normalize spectra computed with sophisticated Monte Carlo codesR' 0 such as EGS4,

GEANT or TIGER. This procedure is most suspect when used for e-beam devices 6 since the

simulations reply heavily upon difficult to measure voltage and current profiles which are needed

as input parameters. An improvement on traditional dose methods has been devised" in which a

set TLD's are irradiated which are cfclosed within small spheres of assorted materials like

aluminum and depleted uranium. The dosimeters register various measurements attenuated by the

shielding provided by the "differential absorbers" and these values are deconvolved to give the

spectrum of the incident radiation. This method has been effectively" used to characterize

bremsstrzhlung flashes from e-beam devices but it cannot provide information for photon

energies abc.ve about I MeV for which there is little variation in the transparency of the absorber

materials. The form of the spectra obtained is also quite sensitive to the initial shape assumed in

the calculation.

Other techniques are available which provide spectral characterizations of MeV bremsstrahl-

ung but even the simplest of these i6 seriously limited in its usefulness. The most straightfor-

ward approach12 is to allow a well-shielded detector placed at a large distance from the photon
/

source to observe a greatly diminished flux through a pinhole collimator. With this arrangement

the energy distribution can be directly measured as a pulse-height spectrum. However, in addition

to the requirement of a large working environment, long exposures are needed for the

accumulation of reasonable statistics that cannot be achieved with most low duty cycle e-beam

devices. A more complex method13 is that of nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF) which

provides an excellent means of calibrating bremsstrahlung spectral by using (7,7') reactions to

inelastically scatter large numbers of photons from grain-sized targefs. The incident spectral
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intensity is obtained at discrete excitation energies from known reaction cross sections. Yet

NRF procedures are limited by the large amount of shielding needed for detectors that observe

the scattered photons in real time and the necessity of long continuous exposures. Compton

spectrometers at- also quite useful but require sirmple irradiation geometries' 4 and are often large

and expensive.'s Finally there are photoactivation methods that rely on the detection of

fluorescence from (y.n) reaction products. Samples are irradiated with either continuous

bremsstrahlurn or flashes of x rays and are transported to a quieter environment for counting.

However, few isotopes permit this type of reaction at incident photon energies' 6 below 4 MeV

so this method has no utility for calibrating many bremsstrahlung sources. Despite the variety of

characterization techniques available there is a clear and present need for a new approach which is

equally applicable for the calibration of linacs and e-beam devices. It should also be sensitive to

photon energies up to several MeV and be simple and portable in its implementation.

The X-ray Activation of Nuclei (XAN) procedure is ideally suited to meet this need while

avoiding the problems inherent in other methods. The fundamental concept' 7 was first suggested

in the I 940's but has only been applied in the quantitative fashion of XAN since i 987, primarily

for the characterization of flashes of x rays from large pulsed-power machines.18-22 This basic

idea is similar to that of NRF in that nuclear transitions are used to measure the spectral

intensity of bremsstrahlung at discrete excitation energies. However, in NRF scattered gamma

rays are detected in real time at intensities that are only slightly above a dominant Compton

background.23 In XAN the focus is on the detection of fluorescence from exceptionally long-lived

nuclear states called isomers which are produced by (1,y') reactions so it is not necessary to

count samples in situ. Instead targets containing isomeric nuclei in their ground state are

irradiated and then transported either pneumatically or by hand to a simple gamma-spectrometer

system. With halflives ranging from seconds to hours, populations of nuclear isomers sample
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bremsstrahlung spectra and effectively store the information for convenient retrieval. The

equipment and samples needed to implement XAN are relatively inexpensive, portable and reusable

and the target package occupies very little space in the irradiation environment.

In the past XAN has been primarily applied 19-21 to the characterization of bremsstrahlung

with photon energies no higher than about 1.5 MeV due to the paucity of information on (7,7')

reactions which populate isomers. Recently the nuclear database has been expanded by a series of

investigations 23'25 of the photoexcitation of the isomers of 79Br, 87Sr, 1151n and 137Ba. Thus it has

been feasible to extend the applicability of XAN up to energies approaching 4 MeV, making it

possible to calibrate a wider range of photon sources. The utility of this approach was

demonstrated by the measurement of spatial and spectral distributions for bremsstrahlung

produced by the Texas-X research linac at the University of Texas at Dallas.

THEORETICAL. BACKGROUND

The irradiation of a sample containing NT target nuclei in some initial state by bremsstrahl-

ung results in a population of Nf nuclei in a given final state according to

E0  d4'(E)

Nf NTJ o(E) dE , (I)
dE

where the photon continuum is described by an endpoint E0 that equals the electron energy and a

time-integrated spectral intensity function dV(E)/dE that gives the photon flux per unit energy

bandwidth. The excitation reaction is described by the energy dependent cross section o(E).

The XAN technique is based on the photoexcitation of nuclear isomers which are metasta-

ble due to the large multipolarities required for their electromagnetic decay to levels at lower

energies.26 This also inhibits the inverse process so isomers are not significantly excited by direct
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absorption transitions from the ground state. Instead at energies below the photoneutron

threshold, isomers are produced by the two step process illustrated in Fig. I in which an incident

photon designated by -7 is resonantly absorbed by a higher-lying level. The metastable level is then

populated by a branch of the decay cascade from the intermediate, or "gateway" state with

promptly emitted photons being the 7'. This process is equivalent to bandwidth funneling which

;s so familiar in laser physics. The standard notation for this reaction is X(7,7')Xm in which

X and Xm represent the participating nucleus in its ground and isomeric states, respectively. It

has been demonstrated experimentally 23 that gateways are well separated and have widths that are

large on a nuclear scale but small compared to the structure of broad bremsstrahlung continua.

Since the spectral intensity is a constant over each gateway, Eq. I reduces to

Nf dc1(Ej)

A (o) , (2)

NT dE

where the fractional activation, A has been introduced and

(or), = (Obabo0or/2)j (3)

is the integrated cross section for production of the isomer through the jth gateway having an

excitation energy E,. For each intermediate state the integration is performed over a Lorentzian

fineshape having the natural width of the level, r = (h In 2 )lT1rQ with T,, being its halflife. The

summation in Eq. 3 includes all gateways whose excitation energies are less than the bremsstrahl-

ung endpoint. In the process depicted in Fig. I the probabilities that a gateway will decay directly

back to the ground state and either directly or by cascade to the isomer are b. and b., respec-
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tively. The quantity o0 is one half of the peak cross section for the absorption resonance and is

given by the Breit-Wigner formula27

- 21i + I I
oo =0 (4)

21t 21,+l cI + 1

in which X. is the wavelength of the incident photon, 1, and 1 are the angular momenta of the

gateway and ground states, respectively, and a is the internal conversion coefficient for the

absorption transition.

In the most ideal implementation of XAN several isomeric nuclides would be chosen, each

of which possessed only one gateway which satisfied the condition E, _< E0. The summation of

Eq. 3 would then reduce to a single term. If integrated cross sections were available in the

literature for these gateways either as direct evaluations or from the quantities in Fqs. 3 and 4,

it would be a simple matter to obtain the incident spectral intensity at each of the Ej from

measured activations. Unfortunately the nuclear data only supported the identification of one

isotope, 137Ba which fulfills this criterion for E0 < 4 MeV. Other isomeric nuclei whose lifetimes

and fluorescence energies were convenient for measurements and whose gateway structures were

well known all possess multiple intermediate states. Thus it was necessary to employ a more

complex procedure to determine the spectral distribution of bremsstrahlung. This approach will

be discussed in a later section. The isotopes used in this work were 7Br, 87Sr, 1151n and 137Ba and

their relevant parameters are listed in Table 1.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

General

Irradiations were performed with bremsstrahlung from the Texas-X research linac recently

installed at the University of Texas at Dallas. The Texas-X was designed to produce nominal

4 MeV electrons in pulses of 2.78 ps duration with a repetition rate of 360 Hz. This gave a

duty cycle of 1/1000 and a time integrated current of 150 jiA for the exposures used in this

work. The accelerator was emplaced in an underground facility with internal dimensions of

2.6 m height, 7.3 m length, and 2.9 m width. Only the magnetron/wave-guide assembly resided in

the chamber and this was oriented such that the electron beam propagated horizontally along the

long dimension at a height of 1.4 m from the floor. The electrons exited the modified Varian

waveguide through a 2 mil (51 jam) window composed of a 9:1 alloy of Cu and Be. Bremsstrahl-

ung was produced by electrons that impinged normally on a 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm, 3 mm thick

tantalum converter held within a large water-cooled copper jacket. The converter was located

2.7 cm from the exit window.

Preliminary Measurements

Measurements were made of the properties of the electron beam prior to irradiating

nuclear targets. Stopping range experiments were performed using aluminum, copper and graphite

sheets of different thicknesses as attenuators. Electrons passing through these filters were

collected by an aluminum block and the excess charge was recorded from the voltage across a

50 Q load using an oscilloscope and trace digitizing software. Typical data obtained using

aluminum attenuators are shown in Fig. 2a and plot the charge delivered to the collector during

each pulse as a function of filter thickness in g cm-2. An extrapolated range of 2.19 g cm" 2 was

obtained from these data and tables in the literature2 8 indicated that this corresponded to an
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electron energy of 3.55 MeV. The average of values determined from experiments conducted

with different materials gave E0 = 3.6 ± 0.1 MeV.

The spatial profile of the electrons was measured by using a 10 cm x 10 cm, 2 cm thick

aluminum plate to scan across the beam. This plate was oriented so that its large area faced the

exit window at a distance of 2.7 cm. Figure 2b plots the collected charge as a function of its

relative horizontal position and this varied from zero when no part of the beam was intercepted

to a maximum when all electrons were stopped. The best fit to these and similar data obtained

by vertical scans was a Gaussian having a radial half width of 0.69 cm. This defined the electron

spot size at the entrance plane to the converter and the half angle for the electron divergence,

0- , 13.5*. The beam axis was determined from scans conducted at various distances from the

exit window and a small HeNe laser affixed to a stable platform was used to identify the axis for

further experiments.

Bremsstrahlung Spatial Distribution

Although the strength of XAN lies in its ability to provide spectral characterizations of

bremsstrahlung, spatial distributions can also be obtained. In this work the axial dependence of x

rays from the Texas-X was investigated by using metallic indium disks 1.0 cm in diameter and

0.127 mm thick as well as plastic planchettes 5.0 cm in diameter and 0.8 cm thick containing BaF 2

in powder form. In each case the calibration isotopes of 1151n and 137Ba were present in their

natural abundances. The samples were oriented to face the beam and were placed at various

distances along the beam axis. Following their irradiation the targets were transported by hand

to a standard NaI(TI) spectrometer system to obtain pulse-height spectra. A typical example is

shown in Fig. 3 for an indium sample exposed for 15 min and counted for mrin. The

fluorescence signature29 of the decay of IlSlnm was the large photopeak at 336 keV while the
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smaller peak to its right resulted from the decay of a less well characterized isomer, 1I3lnm.

Fractional activations were determined from the measured numbers of counts in the full-energy

peaks using standard corrections for the finite lifetimes of the isomers, the detection and

emission efficiencies and the transparencies of the samples to the fluorescence gamma rays. This

last correction factor was computed by a simple Monte Carlo code that was tested to insure that

samples of identical mass but in different configurations would give the same activation.

Fractional activations normalized to irradiation time for the indium and barium samples are

shown in Fig 4. The data are plotted as functions of R-2 where R = z - zoo z is the axial distance

from the converter and 70 is an offset included to account for the extended nature of the photon

source. The expected behavior was observed in the measurements and in the results of EGS4

simulations of the photon flux passing through the &ýmple areas. The offset was found to be

- - (2.5 + 0.5) cm which coincided with the location of the CuBe exit window.

The radial dependence of the bremsstral-lung wvas determined by irradiating a set of thin

(0.1,27 mm) indium samples at several axial distances. These foils were fashioned in the fr'm f

concentric annuli in radial increments of 0.5 cm and a circular central target 1 .0 cm in diameter.

A total diameter of 8.0 cm was covered by the set of eight samples. The total photon flux

striking each annulus was taken to be well represented by the fractional activation of each sample

due to the division by NT in Eqs. I and 2. This was justified because the number of target nuclei

was directly proportional to the mass and therefore to the area of each sample. It was assumed

that there was no significant variation in spectral content across the annuli. Radial distributions

mapped in this way are shown in Fig. 5 and indicate the beam profiles at each axial position at

which samples were irradiated. Profiles at z > 5 cm were described by Gaussians whose halfwidths

were proportional to R-2. To display the information in a more familiar form the radiation lobe
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was obtained by connecting values of a given relative intensity in the radial profiles. The shape of

this lobe evidenced the expected qualitative behavior for thick target bremsstrahlung3° and a half

angle for the photon intensity was found to be Ot., = 230. This was in excellent agreement with

the sum of 0e and the mean angle for the emission of bremsstrahlung from colinear relativistic

electrons,3o

= = (29)/E0  (6)

Here 7 is the relativistic gamma factor and the electron energy is expressed in MeV. For 3.6 MeV

electrons, Bm = 8.060 giving OW, - 21.6°.

Spatial distributions were also obtained from dose measurements made with an ionization

chamber whose calibration was traceable to NIST and are shown in Fig. 6. Again the expected

axial dependence was observed and the angular dose profile determined at a distance of 60 cm

from the converter was in good agreement with that given by fractional activations and by a

Gaussian function with a half angle of 22°.

Bremsstrahlung Spectral Distribution

The spectral distribution was examined by irradiating the full set of the calibration nuclides

listed in Table 1. Planchettes containing the compounds BaF 2 and SrF2 in powder form and an

indium disk were exposed for times on the order of 15 min and transported by hand from the

linac chamber to the spectrometer system. In the case of the bromine iso'ope the short lifetime

(4.9 s) necessitated the pneumatic transfer of a cylindrical sample 5.0 cm in length and 1.0 cm in

diameter containing LiBr through a plastic tube to a NaI(TI) well scintillator. The "rabbit" was

irradiated axially for 20s. Additional electronics were used to initiate its transport by turning on

a standard shop vacuum and to signal its arrival in the detector well, thereby beginning the

acquisition of a pulse-height spectrum. As outlined before, fractional activations normalized to
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the exposure times were determined from the fluorescence observed. These values are listed in

Table 11 and were normalized to an axial position of R = 30 cm.

The application of Eq. 2 to the 1
37Ba datum yielded a spectral intensity of

(8.96 + 0.62) x 106 cm-2 s-I keVI at E, = 3.2 MeV. Prior to proceeding with the complete

analysis it was instructive to see to what degree the endpoint could be determined by a simple

approach. Assuming that only the large gateway at 2.7 MeV produced the measured activati in

for 87Srm, the spectral intensity at that energy was found to be 2.1 x 107 cm"2 s-1 keV-t . An

uncertainty was not assigned to this value due to the nature of the approximation. It was

expected that the energy dependence near the endpoint of the spectrum could be described as a

linear function since photons in this region were for the most part due to single interactions

within the converter. This is the basis of the traditional Kuhlenkampff approach.3' Following

this idea, a linear fit was made !o the spectral intensities obtained above and gave an endpoint

energy of 3.58 MeV, in remarkable agreement with the results of electron stopping measure-

ments.

The determination of bremsstrahlung spectral intensity in XAN is equivalent to solving a

system of equations. Unfortunately in this application the nuclides of Table i possessed a total

of twelve gateways giving an equal number of unknowns (at each of the Ed) while there were only

four equations available from the measured activations. Although this could not be solved

exactly, an iterative procedure was used to obtain the spectrum. The basic strategy was to

employ a simplified gateway mesh to arrive at successive approximations to the spectrum,

working from the known value fixed by the 137 Ba activation towards lower energies. Conver-

gence was tested at each step by using a fitted energy distribution to calculate expected values for

the fractional activations of the calibration isomers and comparing these with the measurements.
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The only assumption made regarding the spectral shape was that the natural logarithm of the

energy distribution was smoothly and slowly varying and could be represented well by a

low-order polynomial above about 0.5 MeV.

The simplified gateway mesh was defined by the five bands shown in Fig. 7. The choice of

the groupings was obvious for those intermediate states lying near 3.25, 2.75 and 0.76 MeV but

the remaining gateways were more evenly spaced and were simply divided into two bands at

1.25 and 1.82 MeV. These energies were averages of the Ej for the included states, weighted by

the relative sizes of their integrated cross sections which were summed to give the (or) for each

group. Using these bands an approximate system of three equations in three unknowns was

obtained by neglecting the lower band at 0.76 MeV. The known spectral intensity at 3.2 MeV

was also used to remove contributions to the activations due to that band. Expressed in matrix

form this was (suppressing units for convenience)

(or)-p = A , (7a)

where

1 8.5 16 430)
( 0 65 0 (7b)

82.7 20.9 540

" d4'(1.82)IdE and (7

d4)(2.75)/dE/
//

0.889
A = 0.639) x 1010 , (7d)

( 1.09 "

and having the solution

1-0.484 .
4P M 9.83 X107 (8)
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In this first approximation the unphysical result obtained at 1.25 MeV indicated that the spectral

intensity was seriously overestimat:d between 1.82 and 2.75 MeV. Therefore an upper bound on

the energy distribution was found by fitting the natural logarithm of intensity to a quadratic

function of E expressed in MeV using the positive values of Eq. 8 and the known value at

3.2 MeV,

gi=(E) (2.32 x 1010) exp(-3.75E + 0.409E2) (9)

The form of Eq. 9 is shown in Fig. 8 as the curve labeled "Step 1."

Fractional activations were calculated with this function and the full set of gateways listed

in Table I. These were found to be larger than the measured values by factors of 1.77, 1.47 and

2.23 for 7Br, 87Sr and "sin, respectively. The next approximation was to lower the upper

bound accordingly. To diminish the magnitude of the fit more at lower energies than near the

fixed value at 3.2 MeV, p(l .82) = 9.77 x 107 was reduced by the average overestimation of the

activations, 1.82. A new fit was obtained using spectral intensities of 5.37 x 107, 1.71 x 107

and 8.96 x 106 at 1.82, 2.75 and 3.25 MeV. This gave

9p2(E) = (4.09 x 108) exp(-1.04E - 0.0424E 2) (10)

Fractional activations computed using Eq. 10 differed from the measurements by 0.91, 1.11 and

1.36 for 7Br, 8-Sr and 1151n, respectively, with an average factor of 1.13. Since this differed

from unity by 13 %, comparable to the uncertainties for the integrated cross sections of

Table 1, the fitting procedure was terminated. The second order fit of Eq. 10 is shown in Fig. 8

along with a spectrum computed with EGS4 for the experimental geometry and materials nd for

an endpoint of 3.6 MeV. Despite the good agreement seen in the figure, the weakness tof the

approach was that it required an extrapolation outside the better determined region of

1.25 - 3.25 MeV in order to obtain spectral intensities at lower energies. Generally such an
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extrapolation is suspect but in this case was justified by the assumption of slow variation for the

natural logarithm of the energy distribution.

As confirmation of the spectrum of Fig. 8, a calculation was made of the corresponding

dose. Normalized to a distance of z - I m this was found to be 269 rad min-, agreeing within

4 % of the measured value of 280 rad min-'.

CONCLUSIONS

The XAN technique pr3vides an ideal method for obtaining absolute measurements of the

spectral and spatial distributions of bremsstrahlung while requiring relatively' simple and

inexpensive equipment and samples and avoiding problems inherent in other methods. The target

package used is also! small, portable and reusable. Although its utility was demonstrated by the

characterization of x rays from a linear accelerator, XAN is equally well suited to the calibration

of e-beam devices. However, the present accuracy of the technique is limited to about 1 0 % due

to the available nuclear data and the nature of the approach employed to analyze the measured

activations. Still it was not necessary to introduce any a priori assumptions regarding the

spectral shape otheri than that the natural logarithm of the intensity was slowly varying above

about 0.5 MeV. What remains for the future is the refinement of the analytical approach and its

extension to higher energies as improvements are made to the nuclear database.
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TABLE I

Relevant quantities for the isomeric nuclides employed in this work. Gateway energies. Ej and

integrated cross sections, (or), were obtained from the literature as either direct evaluations or

calculated from the parameters of Eq. 3 and 4. Uncertainties in the E, were on the order of 3 %

while those for the (or), were on the order of 10.%. The fluorescence energies, Eriuo, are the

primary signatures of the decay of the isomers.

Isomer T112  Efluor. [keV] E, [MeV] (or), [1029 cm2 keV]

l9Brm 4.9 s 207 0.761 5.9

1.8 65

$7Srm 2.8 h 388 1.2 8.5

1.9 16

2.7 430

1Slnm 4.5 h 336 1.1 18.7

1.4 64 /
1.6 10.1 /

2.0 10.8

2.8 540

3.3 760

137Bam 2.6 min 662 3.2 220
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TABLE II

Fractional activations normalized to exposure time obtained from samples containing the four

calibrations isomers used in tbih work. These values were employed for the determination of the

spectral intensity of the irradiating bremsstrahlung and have been normalized to z - 30 cm.

Isomer Normalized Fractional Activation [ 0-19 s'.I

79Brm 1.40 + 0.03

87Srm 0.889 + 0.03

ISlnm 1.77 + 0.01

137Barn 0.197 + 0.013
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CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the population of a nuclear isomer by a (7',,f) reaction.

The incident photon ' is absorbed with a cross section o0 by the jth gateway shown having a

natural width r. The probabilities that the intermediate state decays directly back to the ground

state and either directly or by cascade to the isomer are b, and bo, respectively. Photons

promptly emitted during the population of the isomer are the ".

Figure 2: (a) Electron stopping measurements obtained using aluminum attenuators. The

symbols plot the relative charge delivered to the aluminum collector during each linac pulse as a*

function of attenuator thickness in g cm"2. The extrapolated range was found to be

Rxt- 2.19 g cm- 2 and tables in the literature indicated28 that this corresponded to an electron

energy of 3.55 MeV. (b) Horizontal profile of the electron beam determined at a distance of

2.7 cm from the CuBe exit window. The symbols plot the charge collected by a large aluminum

plate as it was moved across the beam. Values ranged from 0 when no part of the beam was
A

intercepted to a maximum when all electrons were stopped. The best fit to the data was a

Gaussian having a half radius r1r2 - 0.69 cm. This defined the spot size of the electron beam at a

distance corresponding to the entrance to the converter foil.
S/

Figure 3: Typical pulse-height spectrum obtained from an "5sn sample using a standard Nal(TI)

spectrometer. The sample had been irradiated for 15 min and was counted for 5 min. The peak

at 336 keV was the fluorescence signature of the decay of I"Slnm while that at 392 keV resulted

from the decay of another indium isomer, 113lnm.

Figure 4: Axial dependence of the bremsstrahlung determined from measured fractional

activations, A normalized to irradiation time for the calibration isotopes "sin and 137Ba. The
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symbols are plotted as functions of R2 where R = z - z0 and z0 = - (2.5 + 0.5) cm. This offset

corresponded to the spacing between converter and exit window. The expected behavior was

observed in the measurements and in the curves which resulted from EGS4 simulations.

Figure 5: Radial dependence of the bremsstrahlung determined from fractional activations, A

normalized to irradiation time of indium annular samples exposed at various distances along the

beam axis. Radial profiles are plotted at each distance and demonstrate the spread of the

radiation lobe. The shape of the lobe was obtained by connecting values of a given relative

intensity in the radial profiles and evidenced the expected qualitative behavior. The half angle for

the bremsstrahlung was found to be 0,ot - 23..

Figure 6: Photon intensities determined from dose measurements made with a calibrated

ionization chamber showing (a) axial dependence and (b) angular dependence of the bremsstrahlung.

In both cases the data evidenced the expected behavior observed in the results of isomeric

activations. In (b) both dose and photoactivation measurements are included as well as a curve

given by a Gaussian distribution with half angle of 220.

Figure 7: Integrated cross sections and excitation energies for the gateways of listed in Table I

for the population of the four calibration isomers. The simplified mesh used to determine the

spectral distribution of the bremsstrahlung was obtained by grouping the gateways into the bands

shown. The energy representing each band was the average of the E, for the enclosed states

weighted by their integrated cross sections.

Figure 8: Spectral intensity of the bremsstrahlung determined from fractional activations of the

calibration isomers. The dashed curve plots the result of the first iteration of the analytical
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procedure and represented an overestimation of the flux which worsened at energies away from

the fixed value at 3.25 MeV. The symbols plot the result of the final iteration at the five band

energies of Fig. 7. Fractional activations computed using this fit were within an average of

13 % of the measured values. For comparison a spectrum calculated using EGS4 for the

experimental geometry and materials and E0 - 3.6 MeV is shown. Good agreement was in

evidence between the results of XAN, EGS4 and measurements of the dose delivered by the

photon continuum of the figure.
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AN EVALUATION OF NANOPHASE DIAMOND FILM DOPED

WITH STFe FOR USE AS A NUCLEAR TARGET

T. W. Sinor, J. D. Standifird, J. J. Czrroll, K. N. Taylor,

C. Hong, B. W. Johnson and C. B. Collins

INTRODUCTION

The M6ssbauer effect proves ideal for the sensitive characterization of implanted materials

because it reveals the sharpest resonances occurring in nature. In this work we used it to

investigate the properties of 57Fe atoms implanted in nanophase (amorphic) diamond. The target

had been prepared by depositing a I pm thick film of nanophase diamond on a Ti substrate. The

film was then ion implanted with 571e at an energy of 20 keV and a dose of 5 x 1016 atoms/cm2.

The SFe atoms penetrated to a depth of approximately 200 A in the film and represented a

concentration of about 10%.

The relatively low number of 57Fe atoms implanted in the diamond film, combined with the

presence of the Ti substrate, made the use of standard spectroscopic techniques impractical. To

observe the resonant effects produced by the 5TFe nuclei required the use of backscatte'ing

techniques. In M6ssbauer spectroscopy two options for this are available, conversion electron

Mgssbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) and 7 ray and conversion x ray Mossbauer spectroscopy.

The purpose of this work was to determine the utility of nanophase diamond films doped

with micrograms of 57Fe for use as nuclear targets in gamma-ray laser research. In these

experiments the doped nanophase diamond would be used as the primary target excited by the

bremsstrahlung radiation. Narrow-line fluorescence pumped through strong absorpti n

resonances would be emitted with the best recoil-free fraction and the least amount of broad

band background noise from scattering events in the target. Of secondary interest was the



potential for using doped diamond samples as efficient detectors for the resonance fluorescence

emitted by the primary target. In this latter usage the electrons emitted from the detector as a

result of the resonant absorption of the 14.4 keV component of the target fluorescence would

be collected as signal.

CEMS MEASUREMENTS

Methods

Conversion electron M6ssbauer spectroscopy has the advantage of being more sensitive to

small concentrations of Mbssbauer nuclei because of the large internal conversion coefficient of

s5,Fe. The primary drawback to the use of CEMS is that it has a maximum depth of sensitivity in

the sample equal to that for the escape of conversion and Auger electrons. Since most

Mgssbauer 'samples are much thicker than this depth which is typically around 50 nm, CEMS is

not sensitive to most of the volume of the material being studied. In iron, the conversion and

Auger electrons have mean escape depths of 57 nm and 36 nm respectively.' One question to

resolve in this work was whether CEMS might nevertheless serve as a useful means of detecting a

component of resonant fluorescence in a larger broad band background of scattered radiation.

Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement for the CEMS measurements reported here.

The absorbers under investigation were mounted on a rotatable holder so that samples could be

changed without breaking the vacuum in which the experiments were done. The signal electrons

emitted from the sample being illuminated were detected by a chevron microchannel plate (MCP)

assembly. A two stage electrostatic lens was used to accelerate and steer the sigr~al electrons

from the target to the detector.2 The Mfssbauer source and Doppler motor assembly were

external to the UHV chamber and the Mossbauer source illuminated the absorber assembly

through a thin Ti entrance window.
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The electrostatic lens assembly served several purposes. It was responsible for both

focusing and accelerating the low energy (5 1 5 eV) conversion and Auger electrons emitted from

the absorber to the detector while shielding the various elements from the ground potentials of

tshe chamber walls. A 700 V gradient increased the electron energies to values more compatible

with the sensitivity of the input to the MCP.

Lower energy resonant electrons arise from both a surface and a bulk effect. In iron, the

electrons sensitive to surface effects have a mean escape depth of approximately 4 nm, while

electrons from the bulk have a mean escape depth of approximately 40 nm. For electron energies

less than IS eV, the ratio of the surface component to the bulk effect is reported3 to be 8.5 to

12.5.

In !h; work spectra were obtained by CEMS fcr a variety of samples. They includled foils

of natural iron that contain 2.19% 571e, 310 stainless steel enriched to 90.6 % S7Fe for the iron

content of the alloy, and a 93.55% enriched iron absorber. These foils were used to generate

an absolute calibration curve for the detection system. As seen in Fig. I each sample under

investigation was mounted on a rotatable target holder inside the UHV chamber. A 310 stainless

steel calibration foil placed on the opposite side of the holder could be rotated into the

illumination to verify the reproducibility of the detection system without altering the experimen-

tal arrangement.

Analysis-

The resulting calibration curve demonstrates the linear dependence of the resonant counting

rate on the total illuminated mass of 571e in each absorber that would be expected in a well-

aligned system. The reproducibility of the detection system gives a high degree of confidence

with respect to the placement of the data points on the calibration curve that is shown in Fig. 2.

For each point on the curve, the counting rates in the corresponding spectra were normalized to
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a spectrum taken when the calibration absorber on the opposite side of the holder was rotated

into the illumination. The highlighted point in the figure corresponds to the STFe implanted

nanophase diamond sample. Direct comparison of this point with the calibration curve

demonstrates that the emissivity of electrons from the nanophase diamond is greater than would

be expected for a corresponding metallic absorber having the same number of Mbssbauer nuclei.

A typical spectrum taken with the nanophase diamond sample is shown in Fig. 3. The enhanced

emissivity of resonant electrons from the nanophase diamond sample can be attributed to an

increased Debye-Waller fraction as well as perhaps to the properties of the nanophase diamond

film in which the S7Fe atoms were implanted.

The enhanced emission effects produced in nanophase diamond thin films were studied by

overcoating the original sample with successive layers of nanophase diamond. Two layers having

thicknesses of 230 A and 240 A. respectively, were deposited and calibration spectra were taken

after each deposition. Analysis of the resonant counting rate from the sample versus the

overcoat thickness revealed the presence of exponential and linear terms in the data. The

exponential term represented attenuation of the resonant signal as the electrons propagated out

of the film. The linear term corresponded to a small but definite increase in the signal that

suggested the nanophase diamond material was able to enhance the emission of the electron signal.

A numerical fit to the data yielded a mean free path of 30 nm.

GAMMA-RAY AND CONVERSION X-RAY MEASUREMENTS

Methods

The CEMS data indicated that the nanophase diamond film may have a relatively large

recoil-free fraction at room temperature. However, since CEMS provides only information

about the surface layer of the nanophase diamond it cannot be used to determine the recoil-free
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fraction of the bulk material. Information about the bulk properties of the material can be

obtained from 7 and conversion x ray fluorescence techniques. 4.5 Specifically this technique was

used to verify linearity and to obtain a relative measurement of the recoil-free fraction of the

nanophase diamond film.

For - and conversion x-ray fluorescence measurements data were collected in a typical

geometry with a scattering angle of 45°. A specially designed graded shield was used to reduce

environmental scattering of the source radiation into the detector. In addition to the graded

shield an x-ray filter was placed between the source and scattering target to reduce the number of

low energy x rays which resulted from de-excitation processes in the source. These x rays were a

major source of noise in the signal and by attenuating them with an appropriate filter, the signal

to noise ratios of the M6ssbauer spectra were greatly improved. The scattered 7 and x rays

from the various targets were detected by a thin window Nal(TI)-PMT combination.

Analysis

Data were collected for a variety of iron targets and the total counts in the resonance lines

were plotted as a function of the total mass of 57Fe in the sample. The calibration curve is

shown in Fig. 4. As expected the count rate increased linearly with the amount of 57Fe in the

sample. The total signal count rate for the 57Fe implanted in the nanophase diamond film was

plotted against the calibration curve and is shown in the inset of Fig. 4. As in the case of the

CEMS measurement, direct comparison of this point with the calibration curve indicated that the

fluorescent signal from the •Fe in the nanophase diamond was greater than would be expected

for a corresponding metallic absorber having the same number of M6ssbauer nuclei. This

unambiguously indicated that the recoil-free fraction of the nanophase diamond at room

temperature is greater than that for iron. From this data it was possible to estimate a lower

limit of the recoil-free fraction of the nanophase diamond.
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DETERMINATION OF THE RECOILLESS FRACTION OF

NANOPHASE DIAMOND THIN FILMS

For the nuclear lifetimes usually encountered in the M6ssbauer effect, the scattering

process can be considered &s a resonant absorption and subsequent re-emission. Under these

conditions, the intensity of recoil-free resonant scattering will be proportional to the square of

I--- the Debye-Waller factor, while the intensity of recoil-free nonresonant scattering wil! be

proportional to the first power of the Debye-Waller factor.4 Multiple scattering, line width and

interference effects are neglected in this analysis. Furthermore, the shapes of the lines after

resonant scattering are assumed to be unaffected by self absorption. The recoilless fraction f of

the nanophase diamond was determined from a measurement of the resonant scattering intensity

calibrated against metallic iron foils with a known Debye-Waller fraction. A brief outline of the

theory follows.

According to the Debye theory a solid may be considered to consist of a large number of

linear oscillators with a distribution of frequencies ranging from zero to some maximum, OD.

The total number of oscillators is equal to 3N, where N -is the number of atoms in the solid. If

the recoil energy of the nucleus is less than the quantum of energy necessary to excite the

oscillator to the next higher energy level, the 7 ray may be emitted without recoil. The

probabilities of such recoilless emissions a6e, in most cases, governed by the Debye-Waller factor

which is given by the Debye model as

3ER / ~ r X

I=exp I +4(lOD)2{ dx)2EBeD 0 e

In the limit of low or high temperatures Eq. reduces to
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fffexp T T<0OD
( 2kBD)

and (2)

/6ERT
f exp T > Oa

2kBeD2/

where T is the absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzman constant and ED is the Debye

temperature. The Debye temperature is a measure of the stiffness of the lattice and is defined by

the expression"loD f= kBOD.

Absolute measurements of f are difficult to make. However relative measurements of the

recoil-free-fraction can be made by comparing the resonant scatterings from a target with a

known value of f with the emissions of the material with an unknown f using the same source.

For purposes of calibration, we used metallic iron foils with a recoil-free fractions at room

temperature of f,, - 0.69. This corresponds to a Debye temperature calculated from Eq. i of

about 335 K. The Debye temperature reported in the literature6 for iron is 460 K. This

indicates that the recoil-free fraction reported by Debrunner and Morrisons could possibly be

low. However, O'Connor and Longworth 7 have reported the recoilless fractions of 57Co in 56Fe

and natural iron absorbers to be 0.77 ± 0.02 and 0.76 ± 0.06 respectively. These measurements

correspond to a Debye temperature of 400 K. Preston et al.8 give f - 0.90 for iron at room

temperature which corresponds to a Debye temperature of about 650 K.

This diverse range of f-values for metallic iron at room temperature indicates th3t the

recoil-free fraction of thin films of the type usually used in M6ssbauer spectroscopy are sensitive

to the history of the foil, i.e., rollins procedure, annealing, etc. To obtain an absolute value for
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.he recoil-free fraction of the iron doped nanophase diamond it would have been necessary to

determine fi. for the calibration foils used in these experiments. However, as an approximation

the value of -=- 0.69 from Debrunner and Morrisons was used to obtain a lower limit for fd•

and the corresponding Debye temperature was calculated for Eq. 1.

If the recoil-free fraction for the source is f, and the absorber is fob.. the probability for

resonant absorption is fJab and the probability for resonant reemission is fJbt2. To relate this

to an experimentally measured parameter we note that in a scattering geometry the total area

under the lines of a M6ssbauer spectrum is given by

7t

ATher r-n o~ f. 9.2 (3)
2 1

where n, is the number of M6ssbauer nuclei per cm 2 , I"i is the full-width half maximum of the ith

resonance linte and 0o is the cross-section for resonance interaction.

The corresponding area of an experimen4 a! spectrum that has a Lorentzian shape is given by

A.P -- r (4)
2'

where

N0-N..

aim _ (5)
N.

Here No is the total intensity of the resonantly scattered gamma rays and N. is the nonresonant

background.
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If the resonant scatterings of two targets are comparec and if the recoil-free fraction of

one of the materials is known we may take the ratio of the experimentally determined areas in the

M6ssbauer resonance and equate these to Eq. 4 to obtain

Aie.p fl2

- = = P (6)
A2erp f"2'

or more specifically,

fdia 2 firon N/AdimAimn (7)

Equation 7 provides an approximate value of the recoil-free fraction of the nanophase diamond

film which is proportional to the area under the lines of the experimentally measured spectrum.

The determination of f from a measurement of the area of an experimental M6ssbauer

spectrum has been widely used. This method was developed by Shirley et al.9 and later generalized

by Lang.°0 In the present context it is important to notice that Eq. 7 is independent of the

recoil-free fraction of the source. Furthermore by taking the ratio of the areas instrucental

errors should cancel.

. From the calibration data of Fig. 4 and using f, = 0.69 we obtained fd, = 0.94 with a

lower bound of 0.85. Using this measurement of f it is possible to determine the Debye

temperature 0D by using Eq. I to make a plot of recoil-free fraction vs Debye temperature. This

plot is shown in Fig. 5. As seen from the figure, the median value of the recoilless fraction of

the nanophase diamond corresponds to a Debye temperature of 900 K.

CONCLUSION

In these experiments the M6ssbauer properties of S'Fe implanted nanophase diamond

samples were investigated. The CEMS data indicates that the nanophase diamond film has a

relatively large recoil-free-fraction at room temperature and that enhanced emission effects may
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be produced in the amorphic diamond. Analysis of the resonant counting rate from the sample

versus the overcoat thickness revealed the presence of both exponential and linear terms in the

data. The exponential term is indicative of the attenuation of the electrons as they escape from

the film. The linear term is k:ieved to represent a small but definite growth of the resonant

electron signal. Further analysis of the SFe implanted nanophase diamond sample is necessary to

fully understand the mechanisms responsible for its enhanced electron emissivity. Particular

emphasis will be placed on re-implantation of the nanophase diamond sample so that more

overcoat;ng experiments can be performed to aid in .he continuing study of resonant electron

propagation and emission in nanophase diamond films.

Gamma and conversion x-ray MWssbauer spectroscopy has been used to experimentally

determine the Debye-Waller fraction for the nanop~hase diamond film. The recoilless fraction f of

the nanophase diamond film was determined from a measurement of the resonant scattering

intensity calibrated against metallic iron foils with a known recoil-free fraction. Preliminary

results give a median value of fa•. - 0.94 for the nanophase diamotid .."m and a correspondir.g

Debye temperature of 900 K for comparison with the value of 335 K indicated by recoil-free

fractions of 0.69 in conventional iron Massbauer foils. The large rccoil-free fraction at room

temperature makes nanophase diamond a promising substrate for micrograms of exotic nuclear

materials that are of particular interest in gamma ray laser research.
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CAPTIONS

Figtire 1: Schematic diagram showing the arrangement of the sample holder and MCP detection

assembly inside the UHV chamber. Note that the sample holder can be rotated to obtain

calibration spectra without altering the experimental arrangement.

Figure 2: Calibration curve for the resonant counting rate of the metallic samples as a function

of the number of micrograms of 57Fe contained within them. The highlighted point at

8.5 micrograms corresponds to the implanted amorphic diamond sample. The increase in

emissivity over the metallic absorbers c~n be seen clearly.

Figure 3: CEMS spectrum of the 57Fe implanted nanophase diamond sample. The partially

resolved doublet is due to quadruple splitting in the sample.

Figure 4: Calibration data for signal count rate vs. amount of 57Fe. The inset shows the datum

for iron in amorphic diamond. From this data the lower limit on the recoil-free-fraction of

amorphic diamond is f - 0.85.

Figure 5: Plot of recoil-free-fraction vs Debye temperature. Using the measured value of

f - 0.94 the correspoi.ding Debye temperature of nanophase diamond was 900 K.
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Common thresholds and the role of deformations in the photoexcitation of isomers
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Photoexcitations of the short-lived isomers 6"
7 Er"', Tl, =2.28 s, '9H"'. T,,2 =18.68 s, Ir',

Tn-4.94 s, and ''Au", T,11 =7.8 s, were produced with bremsstrahlung from the superconducting
Darmstadt linear accelerator. Excitation functions were measured for the population of these isomers
by (y,y') reactions between 2 and 7 MeV. They indicated that the isomers were excited by resonant ab-
"sorption through isolated intermediate states having integrated cross sections in excess ot 10-'6 cm' keV,
i.e., values about 1000 times larger than most (yy') activation reactions reported previously although
they were comparable to those reported earlier for the depopulating reaction i0Taa'(y,y,"T•Ta. In all
four nuclei a common onset was observed near 2.5 MeV for intermediate states with strengths much
larger than those occurring at lower energies. The summed cross sections exhibit a clear correlation
with the ground state deformations.

PACS number(s): 25.20.Dc, 27.70. + q. 27.80. + w

I. INTRODUCTION motivated by two principal aspects. First, the very
efficient coupling of the ground state (g.s.) and isomer

The photoexcitation of nuclear isomers by (y,y') reac- demonstrated in Refs. [6-8] provided unexpected en-
tions has been known for more than 50 years [1,2]. For couragement of schemes [9] to use the resonant photoex-
most of this time, studies of this phenomenon have been citation of isomer (or the reverse process, the sudden
concentrated either upon higher photon energies around depopulation of an isomer) as a mechanism to pump a ,-
particle thresholds or upon relatively low energies of ex- ray laser. Among other conditions, the feasibility de-
citation, E- 52 MeV. Results in the former case have pends sensitively on the locations and coupling strengths
been dominated by the photoabsorption through the gi- of the resonant states. Second, the reaction mechanism
ant dipole resonance and have emphasized concerns for selects a unique set of states with two features: a large
the gross properties of the photoexcitation process [3] or partial g.s. width and strong admixtures in the wave
for tests of statistical models of y decay at high excitation function, which induce the decay into states efficiently
energies [4]. At the lower energies, efforts have been cascading to the isomer. A schematic representation of
characterized by the excitation of discrete intermediate this process which defines important parameters is shown
states that have branched or cascaded back to an isomer in Fig. 1. In the excitation energy region investigated,
with a significant probability [5]. Under those con-,itions the underlying nuclear structure is almost unexplored
the integrated cross sections for the photoexcitation of and theoretical interpretations are badly needed. To our
isomers have been typically 10-29 to 10-27 cm 2 keV. knowledge, the only attempt to interpret similar data on

Only recently have studies been extended systematical-
ly into the intermediate range of energies and then with
surprising results. Initiated with the observation [6] of intermediate
the deexcitation of the isomer tS°Tai(y,,y')t3°Ta with an E I" i state
unprecedented integrated cross section exceeding 10-23 >.,b-
cm, keV, such extraordinary values were subsequently re- 0 ...
ported [7] for I7 ELu(y,yi,'lLum, also. A large survey of W E isomer
19 nuclides was reported (8] that covered the broad range 2 ioe

of end-point energies 0.5- 1 MeV from four different ac- W ba
celerators and established that comparable integrated 0 L ground state
cross sections can be found in the majority of cases stud-
ied. However, the relatively coarse mesh over which FIG. i. Schematic representation of the resonant photoexci-
those measurements were conducted prevented the ex- tation mechanism for population of an isomer with energy EA.
traction of the excitation energies and strengths of indivi- The hatched area describes an intermediate-state IS with energy
dual intermediate states (IS's). Ej and total decay width r. The direct branch to the ground

As a next step, a series of experiments was performed state is denoted by b0, and b,,, represents the sum of all branch-
in the 2-7-MeV range in order to identify and character- ings leading to the isomer. The dashed horizontal lines indicate
ize the important intermediate levels. These studies were that the decay to the isomer usually proceeds via a cascade.
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a microscopic base is found in Ref. [10). On the other and 2(b) in which the integrated cross sections obtained

hand, such data provide stringent constraints for any at an e!ectron energy of 6 McV are plotted versus A and

model calculation. NN., respectively. The latter is the product of open-

A study of the deexcitation of '8oTa' confirmed the shell proton and neutron occupation numbers and is a

striking results of Ref. (6]. It was found to occur through well-established measure of the deformation driving

two intermediate states at 2.8 and 3.6 MeV with integrat- proton-neutron interactions [15]. Its application is re-

ed cross sections of '.2X 10-2" and 3.5X 10-2 cm 2 keV, stricted to nuclei with A >90. While the above-

respectively [Ii]. The excitation of isomers with large mentioned trends are clearly visible, before attempting a

probabilities through discrete in'termediate states was detailed comparison one should keep in mind that these

also established in the reactions [12,13] of integrated cross sections have been normalized by arbi-
l 23.125Te(y,y')123.12sTem and 1t5In(y,y')iSInI. However, trarily assuming a single IS at 2 MeV.

in these latter cases, integrated cross sections were of the One purpose of the present experiments was to investi.

order of 10-26 to 10-21 cm2 keV. gate the empirical correlation with the g.s. deformation

Utilizing the large nztural abundance of "'In, comple- more closely. Therefore the nuclides t67Er, 179 Hf, 191lr,

mentary nuclear resonance fluorescence experiments were and 197Au were chosen because they cover a large span of

performed and the important intermediate states were deformations (8=0.09-0.32), but lie within the same

identified [13]. Unified model [14] calculations provided group in Fig. 2(a) and have comparable mass numbers.

a qualitative explanation of the IS as being due to frag- Furthermore, the well-deformed 167Er and t79 Hf are

mented g9 /2 -9g/ 2 spin-flip strength. prime candidates to verify that the extraordinarily large

The next step in understanding would require an exten- cross sections of the IS derived [Il] for 0I(Ta" are indeed

sion of the information available on IS's in a variety of not uncommon. Additional results obtained in the

nuclei which might build a base for more systematic nu- A = 70-90 mass region will be presented elsewhere.

clear structure interpretations. The recent survey (8] in-

dicates two empirical trends, viz., an average increase of II. EXPERIMENTS

yields with mass number and a correlation with the g.s.

deformation. These findings are illustrated in Figs. 2(a) A. Methods

Elemental samples of Ir, Au, and In (as a calibration

40000 standard) and the compounds HfO2 and Er 2O3 of typical-

(a) ly 5-15 g served as targets. The materials were con-

tained in hollow aluminum cylinders with 3.5 cm length

.Y 30000 and 1.4 cm outer diameter.
C Isomeric populations were produced by exposing the
E 20000 targets to bremsstrahlung from a 3-mm tantalum con-

000 verter foil irradiated by the electron beam from the injec-

tor of the new superconducting S-DALINAC accelerator

-10000 
at the Technische Hochschule Darmstadt [16]. Electron
energies were varied from 2 to 7 MeV with a minimum

bD step size of 125 keV. The electron energies were mena-

-5 2sured with an accuracy of 50 keV before and after each
SISO A 200 250 exposure. At each end point, individual samples were ir-

radiated axially in close proximity to the converter. Each

40000 target cylinder was held in position by an aluminum stop
(b) 176Lu which terminated a plastic transfer tube. The proper

>" "Irr alignment of the beam was achieved by maximizing the
-Y 30000 dose delivered to a remote ionization chamber shielded to

E observe only the central 12 mrad of the bremsstrahlung
Q 20000 cone.

04

7 ~ p!o °o o120
'-10000 '97u167 ~,100 - BErm

% 80 - E. 6.OM*V0/

0 50 100 150 200 250 3600 60- r i
NpNn .S 40- K=(S0.I key)

FIG. 2. Integrated cross sections of Ref. (8) for an electron 0

energy of 6 MeV determined according to the assumption of a 0 50 100 150 200 250

single hypothetical intermediate state at 2 MeV plotted versus Chonnel

(a) mass number A and (b) the product of open-shell proton and

neutron occupation numbers NN. calculated according to Ref. FIG. 3. Pulse-height spectrum of the y decay of the isomer

[15). 67Er' pumped by bremsstrahlung from a 6-MeV electron beam.
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1-100 67C signature y rays was compensated by a factor calculated
16?Erm with a Monte Carlo code specifically adapted tar the

0 100 well-type detector geometry.

B. Dataanalyses
.S t0

004 The experimentally measured yield of isomers, N.. re-
o sulting from the irradiation of ST ground-state nuclei

U I
0 2 4 6 8 10 with bremsstrahlung is given analytically by

Time (s) N=T 0 d)E
FIG. 4. Time-decay spectrum of the isomer l'Er'. The , -. E) . .

straight line represents a best fit with T,,2 =2.26±O.04 s.
where E0 as the end-point energy, daa(E)odE is the
time-integrated spectral intensity in cm 2 keV- of the
photon field, and a(E) is the cross section in cm2 for the

Vreaction. The spectral intensity is conveniently expressed
ing the experiments. In particular, the charge passed to as the product of a flux 4yi of all photons above a cutoff
the converter was determined for each exposure by in- e .nergy E, of 0.5 MeV incident on the target and a rela-
tegrating the current with an analog circuit whose time tive intensity function F(EEo), which is normalized ac-
constant for charging was arranged to match the lifetime cording to

Geof the isomer being investigated. Nominal beam currents dE ()
were 5 wA. The lengths of the exposures were typically th
chosen to be twice the half-life of the isomer in question,e

Equation (ield aldloE)ws the drossisetion ofanormalze fotel

while the calibration sample T, r =4.486 h was exposed or action per inton, is onveniby
foracti o pr photon, amoiena.givenfb

The termination of each irradiation provided a trigger N, .E
signal which initiated the pneumatic transport of each f, E ) J o()FEE)E 3
sample through the plastic tube to a well-type NaseTI)
detector for counting. This detector and all necessary At energies of interest in these experiments, IS's have
electronics for the experiments were located in a room widths that are small in comparison to their spacings and
separate from the accelerator hall. A phototransistor sig- if can be assumed that d4-E is constant over each reso-
naled the arrival of the sample within the detector and nance region. Then Eq. (3) reduces to the summation
started the simultaneous acquisition of both pulse-height
and multichannel-scalar spectra. Examples of spectra ob-,(E )
tahed in this way are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. A quad
Scounter/timer was gated by TTL signals at the start ard with (aor), giving the integrated cross section of the jth
end of irradiation, and at the arrival of the sample in the IS having excitation energy E,. We note that non-
detector to measure the precise durations of exposure and resonant cross sections which would inhibit the use of Eq.
transport. (4) are not considered. The previous claims for the

The numbers of isomers produced by these irradiations significance of nonresonant contributions (17] have re-
were determined from the counting rates measured in dis- cently been disproven [18. and shown to have resulted
tinctive fluorescence lines. The particular f-ray signa. merely from the omission of the importance of intense
tures used in these measurements and other relevant pa- contributions to the photon fields arising in such experi-
rameters are given in Table I. The raw number of counts ments from environmental Compton scattering.
in each peak was corrected for the finite durations of ex- The normalized activation Ae can be useful as a sensi-
posure, transport, and counting, the absolute counting tive indication of the opening of (ur*) channels wheneq-
efficiencies of the detector, and the relative emission in- er photons of the requisite energies E, become available.
tensities. The opacity of the samples to the escape of the A change of the end-point energy Eu of the bremsstrah-

TABLE 1. Summary of the literature values (201 for the relevant nuclear parameters and transparen-
cies for the escape of fluorescence photons from samples of the nuclides. In the column for K, entries of
NA indicate nuclei for which K cannot be defined or for which there are no accepted values.

Principal
g.s. spin Ep..o isomer spin Tin Abundance fluorescence Tran parency

Nuclide J K (keV) J' K (si f ke) of )
7+ 7 I"Er r T 208 r T 2.28 22.95 207.79 48

"'Hf T' - y 375 T'18.68 13.63 214.31 43
""r 3 171 . 4.94 37.30 129.43 13

""Au T' NA 409 h NA 7.80 100.00 279.11 ceT L-Sm r . iTe a

ciesfortheescpe f florecene potos frm smpls o th nucide. I th coumn or , etris O
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lung spectrum modulates the spectral intensity function 10-27
F(Ej,Eo) in Eq. (3) at all of the important IS energies. -2 

16 7 [-rm
The largest effect in the excitation function occurs when 10 • 4 ......
E0 is increased from a value just below some state at E
to one exceeding it so that F(EJ,Eo) varies from zero to E 102'

some finite value. In earlier work 15] plots of quantities 4•
equivalent to Eq. (3) as functions of the end-point ener- 10
gies of the irradiating spectra showed very pronounced t0._,activation edges, which appeared as sharp increases at 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
the energies E, corresponding to excitations of new inter- Endpoint Energy (M.eV)
mediate states.

Calculated spectra of both (D and F(E,E0 ) were ob- FIG. 5. Normalized yield Al of the activation of "'Er'" as a
trained from the EGS4 electron-photon transport code. function of electron energy. The asterisk represents the experi-

This Monte Carlo program is well established in the med- mental result of Ref. (8] obtained at 6 MeV. The solid line cor-

ical physics community, and its general validity has been responds to the fit to the data, and its error bounds are given by

demonstrated elsewhere [19]. In this work confidence in the dotted lines.

the calculated photon spectra was maintained by calibrat-
ing them with the reaction " 5In(y,y,')' 5ln'm. This reac-
tion is now sufficiently well characterized in the litera- where EM is the resonance energy of the highest-lying in-
ture [13] to support its use in this way and, in this termediate state already included. Fitted values of the in-
effort, was preferred over the calibration reaction tegrated cross sections (ar)1 j were found by minimizing
"17Sr(r,v )87Sr'" used in other work (It1,12] because of the RM(Eo) for the lowest-energy state giving a break in the
completeness of the experimental information for it in the excitation function, and then iterating after including any
low-energy region not covered in the present expert- new gateways suggested by the data. The contribution of
"ments. IS's below Eo = 2 MeV that could not be distinguished by

the present experiments was estimated by assuming a sin-
IlL RESULTS gle state for which properties werc adjusted to give the

Figure 3 shows a typical pulse-height spectrum of the best description of A/ values for energies below 2.5 MeV.
fluorescence from an isomeric population pumped byintermediate-statefluorescerahnce from gh an somei populdatin p ped. by strength of typically more than a factor of 10 around 2.5
bremsstrahlung through some intermediate state(s). In MeV, variations of the IS cross sections at lower energies
this particular case, the data from 16'Er"' are shown for have little effect on the results.
an electron energy of Eo =6 MeV. Even with the limited The results of fitting the model of Eq. 4) to the data
resolution of the NaI(TI) well detector, the distinctive sig- are shown in Figs. 5-8 and are summarized in Table .nature line of 167 Er' is clear in the data obtained from Uncertainties are shown explicitly. It should be noted

* one 10-s exposure of an erbium sample. Nevertheless, to
confirm the identity of the peak, a measurement of the
time decay of the fluorescent state population was taken
in parallel. Such a decay curve is shown for "'6Er" in
Fig. 4 together with a fit which agrees well with the TABLE 11. Values of integrated cross sections ( and
literature value [20] of the half-life, T,/2 = 2.28 s. excitation energies Ej of the intermediate states most important

To improve statistics, at least nine successive repeti- in the production of these isomers by ty,y') reactions. Values
tions of the cycle for irradiation and counting were made needed to fit the data were determined in this work by minimiz-

for each nuclide at each end-point energy of the brems- ing the residues of Eq. (5).
strahlung. Each was corrected for slight variations of the Isomer Ei (MeV) (ar)/. (10-19 cm 2 keV)
photon flux on that particular exposure, as well as for any "'Er" 1.9±0.1 1500±200
variations in the transit time from the site of exposure to
the counting enclosure. The resulting curves of Al ob- 2.510.1 8000±40003.1i±0.15 28000±4000
tained from Eq. (3) as functions of the bremsstrahlung 3.8±0.2 50000±15000
end point E0 are shown in Figs. 5-8. The results at 6 "9 Hf' 1.5±0.2 40±10
MeV given by Carroll et al. [8] are included for compar- 2.5±0.1 1200±200
ison. The agreement of these values obtained in com- 3.0±0.15 6000±1000
pletely different experimental environments is excellent. 4.3±0.2 75 000±15 000

Values for the integrated cros sections (ar)fj were "'Ir" 1.2±0.3 180±50
found by fitting Eq. (4) to the data of Figs. 5-8. A useful 2.5±0.1 2500±300
measure of the degree of fit was provided by the residue 3.2±0.15 5000±500
of activation, RM(Eo), remaining after subtracting con- 4.3±0.2 30000±4000
tributions from the M lowest-lying intermediate states, "'Au" 1.7±0.3 7C±30

EN 2.5±0.1 500±50
3.2±0.15 4500±500

RM(Eo)--AI(Eo)-- , (o),F(Ei,Eo), 4.2±0.2 20000±4000
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02 (hat within the energy errors given for the IS locations
to 179Hf • the present approach cannot distinguish between single

... states and contributions from fragmented svrength.

10
E

S10 IV. DISCUSSION

1O51' Examination of the results presented in Table II reveals

_32 10some interesting phenomena. All four nuclei show a sud-
101 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 den jump of very significant magnitude in the values of

Endpoint Energy (MeV) integrated cross sections accessed around 2.5 MeV. This
same phenomenology had been reported earlier (II- 13]

FIG. 6. Normalized yield Al of the activation of "'Hf- as a in orsn'", s e3Te, and u51n. Confirmed for elin by both
function of electron energy. The asterisk represents the exper- studies of resonant scattering and unified model calcula-
mental result of Ref. [8] obtained at 6 MeV. The solid line cor. tions, the IS strength there accrued from gg99-.g29/

responds to the fit to the data, and its error bounds are given by spin-flip transitions. However, in the present work, the
the dotted lines, chosen nuclei, together with the tWTa', represent cases

of both unpaired protons and unpaired neutrons in
different major shell].' A common mechanism indepen-
dent of the details of nuclear structure would be indicated
for this group of IS's.

Before attempting to find the means to explain such ex-
_- _traordinary strengths for these IS's, a first concern is the

extent to which these measurement! may be supported by
-2 9 lrm prior work. Unfortunately, there are few compelling re-

suilts in the literature. The only precedents are the recent

E 10- measurements made over a very coarse mesh of energies
0 (8] and the 1970 work of Johnson, Chertok, and Dick
S10-30 (UCD) [21]. The agreement is excellent between values of

A1 obtained in the present work and those obtained with

O-3, three of the four different accelerators employed previ-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ously (8]. No arbitrary factors were used to scale any of
Endpoint Energy (MeV) those earlier data, and the agreement seen in the Figs.

5-8 is a measure of the accuracy with which ab.solute
measurements can be made for (y,y') reactions. Refer-

FIG. 7. Normalized yield A1 at the activation at "'ir- as a ence back to the original data of Ref. (8] shows that corn-
function of electron energy. The asterisk represents the expert- parisons with activations produced by the fourth ac-
mental result of Ref. 181 obtained at 6 MeV. The solid line cor- celerator, a 4-MeV medical linac, were less satisfactory.
responds to the fit to the e'ta, and its error bounds are given by With that device it was not possible either to monitor or
the dotted lines. .control the end-point energy of the electrons, nominally

fixed at 4.0 MeV. Because of the amount of structure
now reported for activation curves near 4 MeV, the

S- effects of small variations of end-point energy would be
expected to be magnified in the resulting yields. Not
surprisingly disagreements as great as a factor of 2 were
obtained with that accelerator.

10 27 It is important to note that the experimental Af value

2 197 m for 9'Ic at Eo=6 MeV in the present experim.ent is about10" t a factor of 2. smaller than that in Ref. 18). This magni-
1- af�atude of excitation agrees well with the empirical sys-

E. tematics discussed above. In addition, a corresponding
-10 reduction of the (ol"), value for 191Ir plotted from Ref.

10-31, [8] in Fig. 2(b) removes the deviation observed for this130 nucleus, which then fits very well into the NpN. sys-

10 tematics.
"1 2 i 3 nergy 4 5 6 7Comparisons with the JCD results are more difficult.

Endpoint Energy (MeV) Published in a Letter, both results and procedures were

FIG. 8. Normalized yield A1 of the activation of "?Au'" as a too briefly described to permit any repetition of the work.
function of electron energy. The asterisk represents the experi- Details were promised for publication in a subsequent ar-
mental result of Ref. (8] obtained at 6 MeV. The solid line cor- ticle which never appeared. Both the strengths and exci-
responds to the fit to the data, and its error bounds are given by tation energies of the IS reported by JCD disagree com-
the dotted lines. pletely with those summarized in Table II. However, the
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uniqueness of such values depends upon the degree to derstood from a unique level of agreement of photoexci-
which inflections in curves of A 1 as functions of end- tation, resonant scattering, and model interpretation.

point energy can be precisely located. The fragments of Through this constant recalibration, the effects of experi-
data shown by JCD in the Letter are insufficient to sup- mental uncertainties were minimized.
port the uniqueness of the values they reported. The resulting IS cross sections of Table II show a gen.

The degree to which the results of this work repcrted eral tendency to increase with increasing excitation ener-
in Table II agree with prior measurements is best summa- gy. We have investigated whether photoabsorptior
rized in Fig. 9. There are plotted the values of A1 that through the tail of the isovector electric giant dipole reso-
were -ecently obtained in this work for the reaction nance (GDR) provides a quantitative explanation of the
17 Er(y,y)167 Er' together with those from Ref. (8], in- excitation functions. It is well known that the extrapola-
cluding the one made with the 4-MeV linac of lessened tion of the GDR to lower energies describes y-strength
reliability. No scale factors were used and absolute mena- functions [22] and the statistical distribution of low-
surements have been plotted. From the JCD Letter, it is energy EI transitions [23] reasonably well. This extrapo-

possible only to ca!culate values of A 1 which would have lation might be extended down to about 4-5 MeV ia nu-
resulted from excitation through the IS they report by clei far from closed shells, but nuclei near the "° tPb shell

bremsstrahlung with reasonable spectra. Since they did closurt show strong irregulari:ies and experimental re-
not report IS's below 2.5 MeV, a single hypothetical in- suits tend to be significantly overestimated [221. In this

termediate state had to be included in all computations of analysis we therefore show a comparison for both 167Er

A1 to represent contributions from those lower energies. and 1
9 7 Au as representative examples of the two groups.

That state was chosen to give the closest agreement with The following simplifications are assumed for the cal.

the rest of the values plotted. The results are shown in culations. The photoabsorption cross section is taken
Fig. 9, which now permits a comparison of all known from the usual Lcrentzian parametrization

measurements of the activation of 1
67 Er(Vy,y")1 67 Er" in E 2F 2

the energy range from 2 to 7 MeV. alb,(E)= ma (E 2 
-

Agreement of the results of JCD from 20 years ago ' ma' ) 2+E 2

with the present work is at least as good as has been ob- with Era,, and a,,, being the energy and cross section at
tained with the 4-MeV medical linac, about a factor of 2. maximum, respectively, and r is the width. For spheri-
However, it is doubtful whether the procedures of Eq. (5) cal nuclei, i = 1, and for deformed nuclei, i - I or 2, cor-
would deliver the same number and magnitudes of the IS responding to oscillations with respect to the different
reported by JCD if now applied to the corresponding axes. Equation (6) is substituted into Eq. 93) to obtain A
data of Fig. 9. Values they reported were sufficient for values comparable to the experiment. In order to simpli-

the description of their measured A 1 , but were not, fy the integral, at is described as a histogrdm with a
unique. Despite the generally favorable agreement of all! mesh interval A oequal to the step size of the photon inten-
of the measurements summarized in Fig. 9, we believe it st
reasonable to ascribe a gre-ster weight to those from the sity function F(E,Eo). Then the integral can again be re-

current experiment. A primary consideration is that duced to a simple summation

each exposure in the present work also included the ac- N

tivation of 11sln(r,yr)i
5lIn belicved now to be well un- A1 (E0 •) F(E,,E0 )o(E, - A,2,E, + A /2) (7)

with Ei=Ei__+A. The Lorentzian parameters were

10 etaken from Ref. [24], and the experimental results of "'Erf were used for '
67 Er.

10- The results are shown in Fig. 10 as hatched areas above
_10n 3.5 MeV (model A). The upper and lower borders corre-

O spond to the limi s of reasonable branching ratio values

10-3o of b0bi,=0.05 and 0.25. Below 3.5 MeV, results based
on the single-particle model multiplied with an average
expcrimentally deduced [25] hindrance factor of 3 X 10- 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 (model C) are displayed. This approach has been tested
Endpoint Energy (MeV) by Zurmihl et al. [26] for various well-deformed heavy

FIG. 9. Comparison of the present experiments with previ- nuclei. Alternatively, an extrapolation of the GDR using

ous work for 6"'Er'. The asterisks denote the A1 results of Re. an energy-dependent damping width of the form

[8] attained at 4 and 6 MeV. The dashed curve was calculated r(E)=-ra,(E/Em.a)Y has been proposed [27,28] with
with the intermediate states given in Ref. [21] plus an arbitrary typical values y = 1.5-2. As an examnle, we adopt the
state below 2.5 MeV to account for the unknown lower-energy approach of Kopecky and Uhl [28] (with T=0 since we
contributions not covered in that early work. The energy measure the upward strength function), vhich is
Z=1.9 MeV and integrated cross section af'=2250X10-"' displayed as model B.
cm'keV of this state were adjusted to achieve an optimum A comparison of the 167Er and 197 Au results reveals
"agreement with the present data in the 2.5-3.6-McV region ac- considerable differences. In t61Er, model A provides a
ceused in both experiments. The solid line indicates the fit to reasonable description slightly below particle threshold,
the current data obtained from Eq. (5). while results of model B are much too small. On the con-
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10-2. planation. For the !S at 2.5 MeV, reduced transition
t67Er-m probabilities B(MI)=3.6ju2 and £(EI)=40XIo- 3

10" e 2 fm2 can be extracted assuming a favorable bob,., =0. 2.
E These numbers roughly correspond to the total experi-E 0

.0 mental MI and El transition strengths [31,33] typically

<0-30 .observed below 4 MeV in the experiments. However, all
31 the above data have been taken in even-even nuclei. Re-

cently, a first attempt to investigate low-lying dipole tran-
10"1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 sitions in an odd-even case 165Ho was reported [341. Only

Endpoint Energy (MeV) intrinsic single-particle transitions were excited with
reasonable magnitude, and significant collective MI or

FIG. 10. Comparison of the "'Er' excitation function with El strengths were not observed below 3 MeV.
extrapolations of the photoabsorption through the tail of the The importance of the quadrupole deformation already
GDR assuming a Lorentzian shape (model A) or a Lorentzian suggested in Fig. 2(b) is clearly confirmed in the present
with an energy-dependent damping width (model B), and with a results, if one compzres the cross sections of different nu-
single-particle model (model C). The Lorentzian parameters clei at about equal energies, The integrated isomer cross
were taken from Ref. [24]. The borders of the hatched regions section of the jth IS can be related to photon-scattering
showing the model predictions correspond to reasonable limits results via
assumed for the unknown branching-ratio values b0b,.=0.25
and 0.05. The solid line corresponds to the fit to the data, and ar 2 [91 12 1 2 + I LLb,,, 8itserrorbounds are given by the dotted lines. )Ir)1 =n = lEr I 2J,b+ I ,sor

with r being the total decay width of the IS. Here b0 is

the direct IS to ground state branching ratio and b,,
trary, as showin insFig. Ici, model A predicts too large stands for the sum of all branches populating the isomer,
photoabsorption cross sections in 197Au, in line with oth- either directly or via a cascade. In order to remove the
er investigations of the f-strength function (22], while obvious excitation energy dependence contained in
model B accounts well for the data down to about 4 (oF),•, it is useful to introduce the isomer population

MeV. It is also clear that an average El transition

strength (model C) could explain the low-energy data in probabilities

this case. cur)' (ar)'
The extraordinary photoabsorption strength around S= ' and S12=( 9

2.5 MeV in t67Er is reflected by the failure of model C, ad(
which predicts values which are much too small. The
empirical relation to the deformation parameter and IS These quantities are proportional to the reduced transi-
parameters in Table It indicates that collective degrees of tion probabilities for excitation for the jth IS assuming ei-
freedom should play a decisive role. However, recent ther a dipole (SD) or quadrupole (SQ) transition, roulti-
studies of low-energy collective dipole strength in rare- plied by the branching ratio to the isomer. The spin
earth nuclei [29-32) provide no fully satisfactory ex- statistics factor from Eq. (8) is neglected in thic approach.

This definition permits a useful comparison between
the contributions of IS's at different energies in one nu-

-2 cleus as well as between IS's of different nuclei. In Fig.
1 0"• . . . . .... 12 the summed isomer population probability S = Y'jSj
1-2. 197AUm0" for each nucleus is plotted versus the quadrupole defor-

C- 10.2, mation parameter 8 of the ground state that has been de-
E rived from measured moments [35]. The circles corre-

1. i0• spond to the assumption of dipole absorption by the IS
K -31. and the squares to quadrupole excitations. Since the up-

ward transitions might be of mixed character and the
10-- sums might include transitions of both types, the results

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 shown for pure dipole and quadrupole cases should be
Endpoint Energy (MeV) considered as limits. Still, regardless of the assumed

FIG. 1I. Comparison of the 'Au- excitation function with character of the IS excitaion, the data show a correlation
extrapolations of the photoabsorption through the tail of the between S and 8; i.e. the isomer population probability

GDR assuming a Lorentzian shape (model A) or a Lorenizian increases with the ground-state deformation.
with an energy-dependent dam, .ng width (model B), and with a Nuclear resonance fluorescence work [29-34] in the
single-particle model (model C). The Lorentzian parameters rare-earth region has recently suggested that for energies
were taken from Ref. [24]. The borders of the hatched regions below 4 MeV the absorption step is most likely mediated
showing the model predictions correspond to reasonable limits by dipole rather than quadrupole strength. Then a very
assumed for the unknown branching-ratio values bob,=0.25 simple linear relationship is indicated in Fig. 12. A fit as-
and 0.05. The solid line corresponds to the fit to the data, and suming a direct proportionality of S and 8 is displayed as
its error bounds are given by the dotted lines, a solid line and describes the data very well.
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400 , 50 single-particle states of differing K were mixed in this
S ln way, the possibility foe transferring larger amounts of 6K

320 -40 with greater partial widths might be enhanced. The simi-
' -" larity of results for odd-even as well as odd-odd nuclei

240 -30 with dissimilar single-particle structures might support
7 0" the identification of this K-mixing process with some type

160 -20 of core property varying only slowly among neighboring
n: nuclei.
( (

80- 10<

o o V OCUIN

0.00 0.08 016 0..i 0 32 040 V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, the main IS's between 2 and 5
MeV have been identified for 167Er, 179Hf, 191Ir, and

FIG. 12. Isomer excitation probability S, calculated trom 197Au. A sudden jump of IS cross sections of typically

Eq. (9) and summed over the energy regio . 2-4.5 MeV versus more than an order of magnitude is observed in all cases

the ground-state deformation para..'-ter b. The circles corre- around 2.5 MeV. This coincides with previous results in

spond to the assumption ofdipole excitations (SO) and are plot- 'Sin [13], ' 1'Te [12], and 't °Ta [I11], where similar phe-
ted according to the left ordinate. The squares correspond to nomena were observed below 3 MeV, and indicates the
quadrupo!e exci:: ,uiis (SQ) of the IS. plutted according to the presence of a common excitation mechanism.
,'ght ordinate. The solid line is a best ,t for the dipole results The isomer population probability, defined as the sum
with a zero intercept. of the reduced transition probabilities to the IS times the

branching ratio of the IS to the isomer, reveals a correla-
tion to the ground-state deformation regardless whether

At present, it remains open whether such a linear dipole or quadrupole excitations are assumed. If dipole

dependence is of physical significance or simply fortui- transitions are solkly responsible for the excitation (which

tous. One should keep in mind several details: The re- can be justified ftc., receat photon-scattering experi-

suits are a function of the excitation energy interval con- ments in this mass region [29-34]), the data are well de-

sidered, the IS spin statistics factor might introduce vari. scribed by a linear dependence. While it is unclear at

ations of about a factor of 2 (see Table 1), and the number present whether this linear relation bears physical

cfdata points is certainly too small for a final conclusion, significance, the overall increase of the isomer population
If one assumes quadrupole excitations, no simple func- probability with deformation is undoubted and will be
tional form is suggested. subject of further investigations, e.g., by nuclear reso-

The extremely large integrated cross sections for the nance fluorescence studies.

p0otoexcitation of well-deformed isomers are difficult to At present, it remains an open question what might be

interpret in a single-particle model, and a puzzle of com- the nuclear structure underlying the particularly strong

parable complexity is found in the efficiency with which IS below 3 MeV observed in 167Er, 176Lu, 179Hf, and 150Ta

AK is transferred. Many of these isomers have values of and whether a coummon excitation mechanism dominates

K that differ considerably from the ground-state values or whether the detailed interplay of collective and single-

[(K=8 ("S°Ta), AK=6 (176 Lu.), and Table I]. The ex- particle aspects in each particula. nucleus is responsibie.

traordinary integrated cross sections can only be ex- Microscopic calculationsareclearly needed.
plained with considerable K mixing in the IS wave func-
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sections of the 1.88 MeV level detected by Booth and iiormalized activation per unit photon flux A/(Eo)
Brownson [13] and assumed in our calculation [2], nor of defined in Eq. (2a) of Ref. [2]. It is related to the integrat-
the 2.67 MeV level observed in both experiments. ed cross sections (a F)/J by
Nimeth's discussion indicates that the experimental cross
sections might result from, respectively, three and two
closely spaced levels instead of single ones. The photon N= = J(C F )h F(E,, E,) , (1)
spectral intensity distribution varies slowly with respect A 1 E0 )=- N, - 0
to the energy differences of the levels in question, so this
would have little impact, certainly below 5%, on the
overall normalization, where N, is the number of isoTam ("'in) target r.uclei, N/

The finding that the IS identified by Nimeth cannot ac- gives the '8°Ta g.s. (0lsIn- isomer) decays, •0 describes
count for the experimental value raises the question the total photon flux per cm 2, F(E,Eo) is the normalized
whether all relevant states have been identified and spectral intensity function, and E, gives the resonance en-
whether the spectroscopic information on the decay ergy of the jth intermediate state. We note that the pri-
branches is complete. As an example, one could con- mary flux numbers strongly depend on the model approx-
elude from unplaced y transitions excited in the imations in the calculation of the photon spectra, and so
"Sr(n,y)"Sr study of Winter et a. [141 that the 1.920 A, results from different experiments cannot be com-
MeV level was populated and that an additional weak, pared in a useful way.
previously unknown branch to the 1.253 MeV levels ex- With the data presented in Refs. [2,101 one can trivial-
ists. Since this state decays 100% to the isomer, the addi- ly extract the Ta/In overall cross-section ratio from Eq.
tional contribution would effectively double the integrat- (I). Nemeth's assertion that one could draw conclusions
ed cross section of the 1.920 MeV level. This would bring about the magnitudes of integrated cross sections from a
the results into much closer agreement with Refs. [2,13]. knowledge of the overall cross-section ratio determined
Also, the particular selectivity of different reaction types in a particular experiment at a particular electron end-
can preclude the detection of levels which are easily ex- point energy is simply untenable (except in the very spe-
cited in resonant photoexcitation. We will not pursue cial case in which both nuclei compared possess only one
this kind of speculation further, but instead point out two IS at nearly the same energy). It is clear from Eq. (1) that
independent results which validate our confidence that the experimental yields are proportional to the sum of
both ýthe spectral intensity distributions and the total products of integrated cross sections and the spectral in-
fluxes of the bremsstrahlung spectra are correct. tensittes at different resonance energies. Thus, the yields

The shapes of the bremsstrahlung spe.ctra were exten- obviously depend on the spectral intensity functions
sively investigated [15,16] with a setvp for NRF experi- which differ at distinct experimental facilities. For exam-
ments [17] installed in the same exper:mental area as used pIe, in the present experiments a Ta/In cross-section ra-
for the work of Ref. [2]. Utilizing precisely determined tio of = 12 is deduced at 4 MeV, larger than that quoted
[18] calibration states in "Al and "1B distributed over the by N~meth. Due to the strong decrease of the number of
important energy region, the spectral distribution was in- photons within the bremsstrahlung spectrum as a func-
vestigated for various electron end-point energies, and tion of energy, lower lying IS with smaller integrated
very good correspondence to the Monte Carlo calcula- cross sections can add significantly to the experimental
tions was observed [15,16]. activation. This is certainly more the case for i"'In than

The absolute normalization was checked in a study for i'ram.
[10] of the tt5ln(y,y')115 n'" reaction measured con- In summary, we have shown that the reduced isomer
currently with 180'a' and "Sr. In the inIn nucleus all transition probabilities extracted from the integrated
relevant IS at excitation energies below the lowest brems- cross sections in Ref. [2] can be well understood without
strahlung end point of 2 MeV accessed in the present ex- a violation of the RUL. It has been discussed why the
periments are known from independent spectroscopic in- simple extension of K conservation to higher energies as-
vestigations [19]. The yields calculated from these pa- sumed by Nimeth in his estimates is not justified in the
rameters describe quite well our experimental data in the present case. The discrepancies between the coinciding
region from 2 to 2.75 MeV with only an overall normali- results of Booth and Brownson and ourselves for the
zation factor of 1.17. Considering the experimental er- 87Sr(y,y')87 Sr' calibration reaction and nuclear structure
rors of the input data as well as of our own experiments, data from other reactions might be due to incomplete in-
this 17% deviation provides an extremely conservative formation about the important decay branches or due to
estimate of the absolute normalization error of the total the different selectivities of the reactions studied so far.
photon flux. We have presented independent experimental proof that

(iii) Finally, Nimeth claims that indirect evidence both the total photon flux and the spectral distribution of
against the integrated cross section magnitudes in Ref. the bremsstrahlung are well understood. The indirect
[2] is provided by a ratio of overall cross sections which evidence against the integrated cross-section magnitudes
he deduced in his own measurements of the claimed by Nemeth is shown to be unfounded. Without a
ti0Ta'(y,yY)8ima and i1Iln(y,y')1iSlnm reactions at 4 knowledge of the bremsstrahlung spectral shape and the
MeV electron energy. While it is not clear from the energies of the IS, no information on possible integrated
Comment how the overall cross sections were calculated, cross section values can be retrieved from the data
we conclude from the context that it corresponds to the presented by Nemeth.
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What remains open is a microscopic understanding of strongly K-mixed wave functions at low energies. Fur-

the nuclear structure underlying the breakdown of K con- ther experiments are clearly warranted.

servation and the strong coupling to the IS. The integrat-
ed cross sections deduced in recent experiments [2,11,20] We thank our sponsors, the Department of Defense

for well-deformed nuclei with large AK between g.s. and through the Naval Research Office and the Bundesmin-

isomer demonstrate the usefulness of resonant photoexci- isterium f/Jr Forschung und Technologie (BMFT) under

tation as a tool for selective population of levels with Contract No. 06DA1841.
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Abstract: Resonant photon scattering off 89Y was investigated in a measurement

of the s"ym excitation function for bremsstrahlung endpoint energies E. = 2 - 5

MeV and in a nuclear resonance fluorescence experiment with E. = 5 MeV. The

results are compared to a quasiparticle-phonon model calculation. Besides a well

known single particle M1 transition at low energies, the photoexcitation spectrum

is governed by transitions to states built by coupling of the dominant P1/2 hdle

ground state configuration to collective quadrupole phonons in the neighbouring

SSZr. The detailed decay cascade to the isomer reproduces the experimental find-

ing of only two intermediate states with about equal strength and explains the

suppression of other possible transitions due to the nature of the particular El

matrix element. The theoretical isomer branching ratios are small compared to

the experiment, but depend critically on details of the model.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 8 9Y(-y,1t)SYm, E. = 2 - 5 MeV; 8gY(-y,'-'), E. = 5

MeV. Deduced ground state and isomer activation transition strengths, t1 / 2.

Quasiparticle-phonon model calculations.
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1. Introduction

The photoactivation of isomers has recently attracted considerable interest

These studies have been motivated by several sources of interest. It has been pro-

posed to use the population or depopulation of isomers by resonant photoabsorp-

tion as the basic mechanism for driving a 7,-ray laser 6). For feasibility studies,

a much improved experimental data base is needed. Photon coupling between

ground state (g.s.) and isomer plays an important role in nuclear astrophysices.

As examples, photoactivation 7) of 17 6Lu and the depopulation I) of 'SuTam pro-

vide critcal tests of the present understanding of the classical s-process ".9). Al-

though experiments on the photoactivation of isomers have a 50 jears history,

surprisingly little is known about the structure of intermediate states (IS) respon-
sible for the isomer feeding. An understanding of the nuclear structure is not only

of interest by itself, but also a prerequisite for progress in the above described

problems.

Most experimental photoactivation work has concentrated either on the low-

energy area [see e.g. refs. '".') and references therein] E < 2 MeV, or on the

giant resonance region 12-11), where the statistical 7-decay properties and the

competition with other emission channels can be tested. The work described in

refs. '-) focused on the energy region in between and produced a number of
unexpected results. It was found that in heavy deformed nuclei the integrated

cross sections (ICS) of IS can be many orders of magnitude larger 1.5) than typi-

cally found in previous experiments, thereby implying considerable K mixing at

low energies 15). A particularly strong rise of ICS at excitation energies E, =

2.5 - 3 MeV is observed in almost all nuclei studied so far. The data also indi-

cate a close correlation of absolute magnitudes of isomer population with the g.s.

deformations 5).

A first attempt to reach a detailed understanding of the IS nuclear structure

was made in the investigation of "1In. Here, photoactivation and complementary

nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF) experiments were performed and the com-
bined information turned out to be a powerful tool to constrain any microsocopic

model description 4). The main features of both experiments could be success-
fully explained with a unified-model calculation 16) and the dominant excitations

could be extracted to be due to spin-flip /gl: - 97/2 magnetic dipole strength.

In the present work, we have extended this combined experimental method

2



to another example, s"y. As for many nuclei in this mass region, the isomeric

transition is of M4 type 1/2- -- 9/2+. Complementary to the '"In case, "9Y has

a J* = 1/2- g.s. and a J' = 9/2+ isomer (Eg,o = 0.909. MeV). It provides an

interesting case because of its semimagic nature. The reduced configuration space

should facilitate the identification of the important nuclear structure aspects.

Furthermore, additional information from spectroscopic studies with a variety of

methods is available 17) up to relatively high excitation energies. Photoactivation

of 89ym was observed in the survey of ref. 3) and the yields turned out to be very

weak compared to other isomers in this mass region.

"The results are compared to calculations with the quasiparticle-phonon model

(QPM). The QPM has been extensively tested in odd-even nuclei and has been

found to describe the main features of the spectra well 18). The QPM has already

been successfully applied 20) to explain the Liructare of IS in the photoactivation

of 8 Br. A QPM calculation for 89Y has been reported in ref. 19), but was restricted

"to a study of selected deep hole strength functions. The properties of the the

"89Y low-energy spectrum have been tested in a variety of other models like the

broken-pair model 21), particle-core coupling 22), the cluster-phonon model 23)

and the shell model 24 ). However, the study of electromagnetic transitions has

been restricted to the lowest states only 21,23.24).

2. Experiments and data analysis

The experiments were performed with the 10 MeV injector of the supercon-

ducting continuous wave electron accelerator S-DALINAC in Darmstadt 21). Fig-

ure 1 displays the experimental area for both measurements in more detail. The

electron beam trav~rs:d through a 100 pm Al exit window and impinged on a

rotating 3 mm Ta •onverter disk for bremsstrahlung production. The electron

beam alignment cou d be sensitively monitored with the dose delivered to an ion-

ization chamber 2 m downstream which is shielded against background radiation

and covers only 12 n~rad around 00.

2.1 NUCLEAR RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE EXPERIMENT

For the NRF experiment, a metallic Y powder target of 2.55 g sealed in a

0.1 mg/cm2 polyethylene foil was placed behind the 60 cm lead collimator which

3
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has a conical opening. The bremsstrahlung converter was moved to the position

close to the collimator entrance indicated in fig. 1. The collimator defines a beam

spot of 2.5 cm 2 at the target position. The resonantly scattered photons were

detected with a Ge(Li) and a HPGe detector, both 150 ccm, placed at 900 and

1270, respectively, relative to the beam axis. In the present experiment, only the

1270 diode was used (see sec. 3). A graded shield of 9 mm Pb + 5 mm Cu was

placed between target and detector in order to suppress the strong nonresonant

"low-energy background. Data were taken at Eo = 5 MeV with a typical average

current of 25 AA. The total measuring time was 32 h.

The energy calibration and relative efficiency of the Ge detector were deter-

mined off line with a "6Co source with a geometry identical to the target. During

the measurement, thin disks of 1.05 g Al were sandwiched around the yttrium

target. In 27A1 a number of extremely well determined transitions 26) are excited

in the energy region of interest and serve as standards for the determination of

the total photon flux.

The shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum was taken from a Monte Carlo

calculation with the code EGS4 27). From fig. 1 it is obvious that the experimental

geometry is simple and reliable results from the Monte Carlo calculations can be

expected. The calculated spectral shapes compare very well 28.29) to the results

for strong transitions in 27Al and '1B which are commonly used as standards.

Further details of the data analysis are given in ref. 21).

From the line contents of identified transitions one obtains the ICS of the g.s.

transitions (a,)i which are related to the characteristic properties of the excited

state i by
(o'r)• = ir2(--ri)S 2S +1(I 2 W~e) . (1)

Q i) 2Jo +l Ir" (

Here, Jo and Ji are the spins of the g.s. and excited state, respectively, r' is the

partial width directly to the g.s., r is the total width and E, is the energy of the

transition. The angular distribution W(G) accounts for the nonisotropic decay

which depends on the multipolarity (dipole/quadrupole) and the mixing ratio 8

of E2/M1 transitions.

2.2 ISOMER ACTIVATION EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed as close as possible to the bremsstrahlung
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converter in order to maximize the photon flux. The target consisted of an Al

cylinder (diameter 1.4 cm, height 2.7 cm, walls 0.1 cm) filled with 4.8 g of YF 3

powder. The cylinder was aligned to the beam direction with the front side in

a distance of 1.3 cm to the converter. The sample was typically irradiated for

a time duration of two halflives ('1/2 = 16.06 s) and then transported with a

high compression rabbi-t system to a 3.5" Nal bore hole detector outside of the

accelerator hall. Typically 5 to 9 cycles were performed per electron endpoint

energy. Details of;'the measurement with this shuttle system are described in

refs. 5,30).

The absolute efficiency of the Nal detector was calculated with a Monte Carlo

program which included the geometry of target cylinder and detector, the nonuni-

form distribution of activation over the length of the target and the selfabsorption

of the signature transition in the target material.

The resulting isomer yield is given by

'E d(E)
Y(Ee)= NT (E. )dE dE , (2)

where o(E) is the cross secton, du/dE is the time-integrated spectral intensity

and NT is the number of target atoms. The spectral intensity is again taken from

EGS4 calculations and is conveniently expressed by
do(E..._) =oF(E, E.) (3)

dE

with 4. being the total photon flux above a certain cutoff energy Ec in the cal-

culation and F(E, Eo) is a relative intensity function normalized to unity.

The widtn of resonant intermediate states is typically small enough to assume

that do/dE is constant over the linewidth. Then eq. (2) can be simplified to

Y(Eo) = NT#O ,(or)oiF(E:, Eo) , (4)

where (o'r)i is the ICS of the it' level. We note that nonresonant contributions

which would inhibit the use of eq. (4) are not considered, since the claims 3')

for important nonresonant contributions to the photoexcitation of isomers were

recently shown to be unfounded 32).

The integrated cross sections (o-r)f are related to eq. (1) by
(•Ac 2 2J, +1 r _i r!

2J1 7 1 = r)•: e) (5)
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Here, r!,,o represents the sum of all partial widths of level i which decay to the

isomer, either directly or via a cascade.

The validity of the above described data analysis procedures was tested with

a measurement of "'In. It was shown in ref. ') that the isomeric yield below 2.8

MeV provides an absolute calibration of the total photon flux, since all activation

levels are completely characterized in the literature 33). The present results agree

within 5% with those of ref. 4), which were measured in a completely different

geometry with a thin disk target, as well as with the 6 MeV result of ref. 3).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. NUCLEAR RESONANCE FLUORESCENCF OF `9Y

A (-y,7') spectrum taken at an endpoint energy E. = 5 MeV is displayed in

fig. 2. Except those levels marked as Al calibration lines, all visible transitions

are assumed to be "9Y g.s. transitions. The observation of transitions to excited

states can be excluded in the present case. Since NRF is restricted to dipole

or quadrupole excitations, the lowest level which could be effectively populat, d

would be at 1.507 MeV. Because of the correspondingly reduced -y-energy, such a

transition is lost in the Compton background which rises exponentially towards

lower energies.

A summary of all observed transitions is given in table 1 together with the

available information 17) on spins and g.s. branching ratios. In cases where

both quantities are known, the resulting halflife is presented in the last col-

umn. For previously unknown levels, the partial g.s. width is given as grl/r

with g = 2J,+ 1/2J. + 1.

Unlike the case of even-even nuclei where a two-point angular distribution al-

lows a clear distinction between dipole and quadrupole transitions 28) the possible

angular distributions in an odd-even nucleus are much more isotropic. Therefore

only measurements with the 1270 detector which has a more favourable peak-

to-background ratio were performed. For the angular correlations of "Y g.s.

transitions 1/2 --+ 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 -- 1/2 the value of W(G) at 1270 averaged over

the detector solid angle varies by less than 15% from W(G) = 1. Thus, the W(G)

factor is omitted and for previously unknown levels an additional systematic error

should be included. For an assigned 5/2- spin, the values in table 1 are corrected

6
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with a factor W(O) = 0.856. In the case of a 3/2- state, the maximum deviation

\4 from unity for an arbitrary E2/M1 mixing ratio V 'ess than 4.5%.

The strongest transition observed in NRF is to .t state at 1.508 MeV which has

J' = 3/2-. Its almost pure P3/2 hole character is well established in single nucleon

pick-up 34) and (e,e') reaction 35,36) studies. In an early (7,-y') experiment 31) a

total width r = 22(3) meV was observed which compares favourably with the
present value.

The 2.881 MeV and 3.067 MeV levels correspond to MI/E2 transitions. From

a combination of the L = 1 result in the (3He,d) reaction ') and L = 2 from
inelastic (p,p') and (n,n') scattering 39,40), jw = 3/2- is clear. The refs. 41,42)

show that the 2.881 MeV state decays to the g.s. with a branching ratio bo , 1.

Including the resul;s from sec. 3.2, we infer bo = 0.96.

The 3.107 MN and 3.139 MeV states are likely J* = 5/2- candidates. The

excitation of the 3.139 MeV state in the present experiment is very weak at the

threshold of the detection sensitivity. It is, however, of interest because of its

significant branch 41.42) into a cascade to the isomer. It is noted that the B(E2)

value of 145 e2fm• reported in ref. 35) for the sum of the 3.067, 3.107 and 3.139

MeV levels unresolved in their (e,e') experiment is in good agreement with the

present results, if one assumes a dominant E2 transition for the 3/2- state.

"The strong 3.992 and 4.108 MeV states are again observed in inelastic nu-

cleon scattering as L = 2 states. From the available data one cannot distinguish

between J" = 3/2- and 5/2-. A g.s. branching ratio of b. = 1 can be deduced

for both states from refs. 41,42). -.. . . .....

For the significantly excited 4.582 11eV transition, there is an uncertain cor-

respondence to a L = 2 level in the (3He,d) reaction m8). If the same state is

excited in (7,7'), the spin would be fixed to Jw = 3/2+. A correspondence to

the 4.588 MeV level detected in (p,p') can be e;:cluded because of the octupole

character required for the transition.

Beside this state, no candidate for an El transition is seen in the (7, ') data.

For those 3/2- levels which are simultaneously observed in the (p,p') and (n,n')

experiments, dominant E2 transition strength is suggested from the collective

character of inelastic nucleon scattering reactions.

7
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3.2 PHOTOACTIVATION OF 89Ym

The isomer yield ,esulting from the bremsstrahlung irradiation is shown in

fig. 3 as a function of the endpoint energy. Up to 2.875 MeV no isomer activity

is detected. Towards higher energies, breaks of the excitation function are clearly

visible just below 3 and around 4 MeV. The solid line results from a calculation

assuming !S at 2.9 and 4.0 MeV with the ICS given in table 2.

The good agreement with the energies of states excited strongly in the (7J, -t')

reaction together with the model results described in sec. 4 clearly suggests that

the 2.881 MeV state is the first IS. The ICS of the weakly excited 3.139 MeV

level is in any case too small to explain the first break. Because of the small

number of data points the ep,'rgy of the second IS is more uncertain and we

cannot distinguish whether tOe 3.992 or the 4.170 MeV level provides the isomer

population.

Compared to typical values o' ICS in the energy region 2 - 4 MeV observed

in refs. 1.2.4.5), the isomer population in s"Y is weak. This finding is also in

qualitative agreement with the yield values at 4 and 6 MeV deduced in ref. 3).

While the average (rf)o strength is even siightly higher than observed for "1In in

ref. 4),, the isomeric ratio riso/r 0, + ri5o is about an order-of-magnitude smaller.

4. Quasiparticle-phonon model calculations

4.1 OUTLINE OF THE MODEL

To understand the structure of states observed in the present experiments

microscopic calculations within the quasiparticle-phonon model (QPM) have been

performed. A detailed description of treating odd nuclei within this theoretical
framework can be found in ref. "8). Here, we only briefly outline the major ideas

of this approach.

The simplest excitation modes in odd nuclei are described in terms of quasi-

particle excitations of an odd system (proton or neutron) upon the ground state

of the neighbouring even-even nucleus. In this picture, the ground state of an

odd nucleus is considered as the quasiparticle state with the lowest energy. More

complex modes of excitations are treated as quasiparticle configurations coupled

to excitations of the even-even core, called phonons. Since these modes are mixed

8



"in real nuclei, we write the wave function I/,, of the ground or excited states with

angular momentum J and projection M in the following way
'P'(JM) = C{ + a '(Jv) [aImQA } , (6)

where at, is a quasiparticle creation operator, Q+,, is a phonon creation opera-

tor with the momentum A, projection u and the RPA-root number i, 'Pu is the

ground state wave function of the even-even core and v is the number within a

sequence of states with given JP. In principle, following this scheme we have to

include in the wave function more complex configurations as +Q+Q+ or higher

terms. But for the photoexcitation of levels from the ground state, in which

the quasiparticle configuration has a dominant role, more complex configurations

would only produce some fragmentation of strength.

Quasiparticle operators appear as a result of standard Bogolubov. transforma-

tion from particle and hole creation operators. Thus, creation of a particle or

* a hole is considered as the creation of a quasiparticle. For the determination of

occupation numbers we solve the BCS equations.

For phonons we consider both collective, such as 2+ or 3-, and pure two-

quasiparticle excitations of the core, and the phonon creation operator is intro-

duced as

Qt. = 2 + (] . (7)

To obtain a phonon basis we diagonalize an effective Hamiltonian which ir.ludes

"an average field, pairing interaction and residual interaction between quasiparti-

des within the set of one-phonon wave functions. For the residual interaction we

"use the separable form with the Bohr-Mottelson radial dependence. Solving the

RPA equations for all Aw in eq. (6) we get a spectrum of the core excitations with

the corresponding RPA-root number i and the structure of these excitations, i.e.

the coe ficients and in eq. (7).

Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian with the set of wave functions of eq. (6)

leads to equations for the odd nucleus. From these equations we obtain a spectrum

and the contributions of quasiparticle and "quasiparticle®phonon" configurations

to the wave function of each excited state, viz. the coefficients C" and Dýi in

eq. (6).

Numerically, equations for "aY have been solved by use of the computer code

PHOQUS 43). The average field was treated by a Woods-Saxon potential with

9



parameters from ref. 4.). For the quasiparticle spectrum we have considered all

bound and quasi-bound levels with small widths resulting from this potential.

Parameters of the residual interaction were adjusted to reprodace the experimen.

tal position and the B(EA) values of the 2' and 3- states in 9'Zr while dealing

with hole excitations and for "8Sr in case of particle excitations. Natural parity

phonons with A" = 1- - 6+ have been included in the second term of eq. (6). We

have taken into account "quasiparticle®phonon" configurations up to an excita-

t. energy of 12 MeV. Nevertheless, actual calculations show that only collective

2 konons play an important role in the description of photoexcitation of states

up to 5 MeV, since the interaction between different configurations is not strong

in this nucleus.

4.2 COMPARISON TO NUCLEAR RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE RESULTS

The calculated (-,'-') excitation strength is presented in fig. 4 together with

the experimental (ar)o data. In the QPM only 6 sizeable transitions are found

below 4.5 MeV. Due to the restriction of the model space to one-phonon coupled

states the degree of fragmentation is less than indicated by the experimental

results. However 'ce higher phonon configurations do not contribute additional

photoexcitation . r~ngth, the main features of the (ir") results can already be

explained in the .ie-phonon approximation.

The two lowest states in the calculation at 1.540 and 1.838 MeV correspond to
the well known lowest J" = 3/2- and 5/2- states which have been shown 34) to be

of dominant P3/2 and f5/2 single-hole structures, repectiveiw. The model result for

the 3'/2- level (or). = 70.2 eVb is in excellent agreement with experiment. The

somewhat larger calculated E2/M1 mixing ratio of 161 = 0.254 compared to the

experimental value 6 = -0.139 is probably due to a slight overprediction of the

admixture of the [P1/2 ® 2+] 3/2 - configuration which enlarges the E2 contribution.

The 5/2- state was not observed in the experiment. One can calculate from the

available data 17) a g.s. transition strength of (ar)o = 4.67 eVb which converted

to an experimental count rate is smaller than the background fluctuation.

The next transitions are in two groups of nearly degenerate levels which result

from the coupling of the g.s. configuration to the lowest collective phonons 45)

in the neighbouring even-even nucleus 9'Zr, i.e. dominant [P1/2 9 2+]31 / 2-,5/2-



structure. One should note that the nearly degenerate excitation energies are the

result of neglecting more complex configurations and would probably be removed

if one included two-phonon states.

The 3.147 MeV, J' = 3/2 model state corresponds to the experimental 2.881

McV and probably the~ 3.067 MeV state. The magnitudes of ICS support this

assignment. The 5/2-. model state can be reasonably compared to the more

fragmented experimental strength up to 3.5 MeV. The levels resulting from the

21 state can be idehtified with the experimental levels at 3.992 and 4.170 MeV.

The structure of these states implies that the phonon transitions are respon-

sible for the (y')strength. Accordingly, the 1/2- --+ 3/2- transitions display a

dominant E2 character. The lower 3/2- state has also some M1 strength because

of a 8% admixture of the P1/2 single hole component to the wave function. The

general dominance of collective E2 strength explains the close corresponde'nce to

inelastic nucleon scattering results discussed in sec. 3.

The experimental 4.582 MeV state cannot be understood within the present

model space. A likely explanation could be a single particle transition. It is well

established IS) that in the damping substantial fragments of high-lying single

particle or deep hole strength can be pushed to lower energies. Examples for "9Y

can be found in ref. '9). From the possible correspondence to a L = 2 state in

the (3 11e,d) reaction discussed before one could speculate this to be a P1/2 d- /

El transition.

4.3 COMPARISON TO ISOMER ACTIVATION RESULTS

Since the relevant excitation spectrum is entirely explained assuming Ml and

E2 transitions, for a total M4 transfer the intermediate state decay must proceed

in a two-step cascade including an El transition for the parity change. Figure 5

presents a. selected scheme of levels from the QPM calculations which fulfill the

condition. The first step in the cascade to the isomer is limited to 5/2+ final

states and two are found in the energy region considered.

While the g.s. partial widths are comparable for 3/2- and 5/2- states, large

differences are observed in the population of the 5/2+ states. The decay to
the higher model state at 3.308 MeV is extremely weak due to its almost pure

1,1/2 0 3T]3/2+ character which restricts to a strongly suppressed 2+- 3- phonon



transition. The 3/2- levels have a small, but sizeable width to the lower 5/21

state. The decay widths of the 5/2- states to the same 5/2+ state are much weaker

because the reduced matrix elements of the El transition < 5/2+ 11 El 115/2- >Z.N

= 0.280, 0.295 for the proton and neutron parts, respectively, are about an order

of magnitude smaller than < 5/2+ II El I1 3/2- >ZN = 2.930, 3.063.

Since the lowest 5/2+ state is strongly coupled to the isomer via a large

[99/2 9 2+] comporent in the wave function, the trans*tions from the 3/2- states

are responsible for the isomer population. This result is in full agreement with

the experimental finding of only two IS with about equal strength as well as with

the deduced energies. If one compares with the experimental isomer branching

ratios bi,o - 0.05, the calculated widths are roughly two orders of magnitude

smaller. However, these values are very sensitive to details of the calculations.

One deals with El transitions between weak quasiparticle configurations in the

wave functions of both, the 3/2- and the 5/2+ states. Contrary to the process

of photoexcitation, in which only the main configurations of the wave function

determine the magnitude of the cross sections, for the particular case of 3/2-

5/2+ transitions we need a correct description of the weak amplitudes. The other V

critical point is that the proton and neutron parts of the total El transition

operator practically cancel each other. We have used for the effective charge the

values e'T(E1) = -Z/A and ee'(El) = N/A to separate the central mass motion.

Close values of the effective charges with different signs together with nearly equal

values of the < 5/2+ El Ii 3/2- >z.N matrix elements (see above) result in a

strong cancellation.

5. Conclusions

The photoexcitation of "9Y was investigated with two different methods. NRF

data were measured at Eo = 5 MeV and states up to excitation energies of 4.6

MeV could be identified. The s"ym excitation function for Eo = 2 - 5 MeV

revealed no activity up to 2.9 MeV and only two IS were found up to 5 MeV.

The (',7) transitions can be explained with a QPM calculation as the cou-

pling of collective phonons in the neighbouring •"Zr with the P1/2 hole g.s. config-

uration leading to groups of 3/2-, 5/2- states. While the total electromagnetic

transition strength agrees favo-irably, the experimental fragmentation is underes-

timated due to the model's restriction to one-phonon coupled states. The orais-

12
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sion of more complex (two- and higher phonon) configurations is justified for

the present problem, since they do not add additional electromagnetic strength.

Besides a well known low-lying single particle M1 transition, the excitation is

governed by E2 phonon transitions.

The calculhtions demonstrate that the cascade needed for the activation of
8sym proceeds via the lowest 5/2+ state which decays almost exclusively to the

isomer. The experimental finding of only two IS at about 2.9 and 4.0 MeV is ver-

ified and the couplirjg to the 5/2+ state is of single particle El character. Due to

the nature of the transition matrix elements, in each group of [P1/2 ® 2+I3/2-.s/2-

states the 5/2- - 5/2+ transitions are supressed by more than two orders of

magnitude with respect to the 3/2- --+ 5/2+ transitions. The calculated branch-

ing ratios are small compared to the experiment. Howefer, the corresponding

transitions depend critically on weak quasiparticle components of the wave func-

tion as well as a near canceling of the proton and neutron contributions to the

El reduced matrix element.

One can conclude that up to energies of about 5 Meyr the main features of

the electromagnetic excitation as well the decay of the excited states to the 89Y

isomer are now understood. The usefulness of a combination of NRF and iso-

mer activation experiments has again been proven as a powerful tool for nuclear

structure studies.

/J
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Table 1

TABLE 1. Transitions in s9Y( y,3Y,).

E, (or). grl/r j- b, t,/2
(keV) (eVb) (meV) [from ref. I)] (fs)

1507.2(1) 64.5(36) 3/2- 1.00 23.-2.9

2881.6(1) 19.6(12) 3/2- 0.96 a) 19.9+2:2

3067.0(3) 8.2(17) 3/2- 1.00 45.0+,:.

3106.9(6) 4.0(22) 5/2- 0.87 10O+"-35

3139.0(5) 2.9(11) 5/2- 0.78 ll01uu

3396.1(3) 11.7(19) 35(6)

3445.3(3) 5.8(9) 18(3)

3480.3(5) 6.8(24) 21(8)

3515.6(6) 2.4(11) 8(4) 3/2-, 5/2-

3660.0(5) 6.7(18) 23(6)

3898.6(5) 6.1(12) 24(5)

3991.8(3) 22.4(25) 93(10) 3/2-, 5/2- 0.95 b), 1.00 c) 9.3+,-,2 b), 12.6+, C)

4069.8(8) 1.0(6) 4(3)

4170.2(4) 25.5(31] 115(14) 3/2-, 5/2- 0.95 b), 1.00 C) 7.5+'-u b), 1".1f 1+.' C)

4581.2(7) 18.5(45) 101(25)

a) Isomeric branching ratio from sec. 3.2

b) If Jw = [- with isomeric branching ratios from sec. 3.2

C) ij 5-

18/-

. .. . ... : -- -- : 77 . ...--- ' -, . . .-• -- - • / , . -- =

S.... .;: " 7, " .-':- - -"" - .• . .7 . .. ...-- y : • .. ;



Ta.!ble 2

* ~TABLE 2. Intermediate states in the photoactivation of "~Y"'.

:E,

(MeV) (eVb)

2.9(1) 0.8(1)

4.J(2) 1.2(5)
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Schematic, but in-scale view of the experimental area for nuclear reso-

nance fluorescence and photoactivation studies. Note the different positions of

the bremsstrahlung converter (close to the collimator for NRF) for the two types

of experiments.

Fig. 2. Spectrum of the 89Y(-, -y') reaction at an endpoint energy Eo = 5 MeV.

Fig. 3. The 89Y isomer yield as a function of the bremsstrahling endpoint en-

ergy. The solid line results from eq. (4) using the intermediate states of table 2.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the experimental integrated cross sectiols (a-')o of g.s.

transitions in the "9Y(-y, 7'1 ) reaction with QPM calculations. T' - experimental

spin assignments are from ref. 17).

Fig. 5. Selected scheme of levels and partial decay widths from the QPM results

for 89Y. The graph is restricted to states relevant to the photoexcitation of S"ym.

The levels are split in: J" = 3/2- states in the left column, JP = 5/2- states in

the right column and 'positive parity states in the middle. The decay widths are

given in meV. Weak transitions are denoted by dashed lines.
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ABSTRACT

A detection system for conversion electron M6ssbauer

spectroscopy is described. A chevron microchannel plate assembly

attached to a two stage electrostatic lens is used to

preferentlilly deLect electrons with energies - 15 eV. M6ssbauer

spectra collected with these electrons can provide informatior

about a variety of solid state surface phenomena.



INTRODUCTION

Conversion electron M6ssbauer spectroscopyl (CEMS) is a low

noise spectroscopic technique based on the detection of

conversion, Auger and secondary electrons emitted from a material

as a result of the de-excitation of M6ssbauer nuclei. It

provides information about the environment in which these

sensitive nuclei are embedded. However, the range which can be

probed with the method is limited by the escape depth of the

electrons in the material. If these electrons are detected with

an energy selective technique, information about successively

deeper layers into the absorber can be obtained. This refinement

of the technique is called depth selective conversion electron

M6ssbauer spectroscopy 2 - 5 (DCEMS) and it exploits the energy loss

of electrons as they escape from the material to probe specific

regions with a resolution of about 5-10 nm thickness in iron. 3

It has been shown that the component with energies : 15 eV

comprises about 50% of the total signal. 7 - 9 Because the range of

those electrons is so short, they can provide specific

information about a variety of solid state surface phenomena and

aid in the characterization of implanted layers.

Typically, high resolution electron spectrometers are

required to make M6ssbauer measurements using the lowest energy

electrons and such devices are invariably complex and

expensive. 3 , 6  In this paper we discuss the design and

construction of a relatively simple spectrometer that was used to

selectively and efficiently detect this low energy component. It

was based upon a chevron microchannel plate (MCP) assembly with

2



an active diameter of 25 mm that served as the detector. A two

stage electrostatic lens was used to preferentially focus and

accelerate low energy electrons from the target to the electron

detector. Such acceleration increased the energy of the

electrons to a level more compatible with the sensitivity of the

input to a microchannel plate.

The incidental detection of higher energy electrons, which

escaped from deeper regions of the absorber served as a source of

noise that could be reduced to negligible levels by minimizing

the geometrical solid angle between the Mossbauer target and the

MCP assembly. This was possible since the trajectories of the

more energetic electrons were not significantly altered by the

relatively weak electrostatic fields of the lens.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus

Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement used in these

measurements. A 5 7 Co(Pd) source with a nominal activity of 10

mCi, mounted on a Doppler motor external to the vacuum chamber

containing the sample and electron detector, provided the 14.4

keV M6ssbauer radiation. To optimize the passage of resonant y

rays into the target chamber a thin entrance window was

constructed from titanium. It attenuated only slightly the 14.4

key y rays but efficiently filtered out a significant number of

the lower energy x rays that are by products of the de-excitation

process in the source. If not properly filtered these x rays

could sqriously degrade the performance of the detection system.
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Low energy electrons emitted from the target were collected

with a two stage aperture lens. The MCP, target, electrical

feedthrough and the electrostatic lens were mounted as an

integral unit on a six inch vacuum flange. This provided for

convenient mounting and removal of the entire assembly from the

vacuum chamber so that adjustment could be made to the target

geometry. The angular position of the M6ssbauer target with

respect to the direction of the y rays could be adjusted by

rotating it about the vertical axis. Data were typically

collected with the target at a 450 angle with respect to the

detector axis.

The chamber was initially evacuated with an Alcatel CFF-450

turbomolecular pump (TMP) to a pressure of about 3 x 10-7 Torr.

Vibrations from the TMP seriously degraded the resonant

absorption in the absorber and could not be used to maintain the

vacuum necessary to operate the chevron. To provide for

vibrationless pumping, a 140 1/s Varian diode VacIon pump was

used to maintain the required pressure of 2 x 10-6 Torr necessary

to operate thý MCP. It is important to note that such pumps

operate by ioniizing gas in a magnetically confined cold-cathode

discharge. U less proper precautions are taken neutral and

charged partic es, as well as hard ultraviolet radiation can

escape from the Vaclon pump and degrade the performance of the

detector. To ircumvent this problem we used a line-of-sight

baffle that consisted of six successive aperture plates. This

baffle was inserted between the VacIon pump and target chamber

with the apertures stagaqered in a helical patter
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Lens Designm

The structure and dimensions of the lens used in this work

are shown in Fig. 2. The steering of the electrons was performed

primarily by tha potential gradients established between two

annular rings mounted inside a wire cylinder. The rings had a

common outer diameter of 12.7 cm and inner diameters of 2.5 and

3.2 cm, respectively. The overall length of the lens was 15 cm.

With the inclusion of the endcaps on the assembly it not only

served to focus and accelerate the electrons to the detector, but

also served as a Faraday shield isolating the lens elements from

the ground potential of the chamber walls and reduced the number

of noise photoelectrons produced inside the chamber from entering

the sensitive region of the detector.

The optimum potentials for the lens elements were determined

using the EGN2C electron optics software package traceable to

SLAC. Various electron emission configurations such as plane

waves and point sources were simulated for electrons with

energies :5 15 eV originating at the surface of the foil.

Suitable biases were found that achieved an effective collection

solid angle of 2nr steradians without putting "bright spots" on

the face of the MCP. These bright spots could have caused dead

time problems in the detector and localized channel

deterioration. The optimum operating biases for the lens are

indicated in Fig. 2 and a circuit diagram of the supporting

electronics fcr the MCP assembly is shown in Fig. 3.
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Noise Reduction

To obtain Mossbauer spectra with large signal to noise

ratios, proper collimation of the source to reduce non-resonant

scattering inside the chamber was critical. Various collimator

designs were used in these experiments but the one that yielded

the best performance in our system was a 1.25 cm thick lead plate

that had a circular aperture at its center. The aperture was

tapered so tha~t its diameter increased in the direction of

propagation of the radiation. This tapering minimized the

scattering from the collimator walls. With the source located at

the appropriate distance in front of the aperture plate a well-

defined collimation of the beam was achieved.

Radiation scattering inside the chamber was minimized by

providing an ixit window diametrically .opposite the entrance

window. This window had a diameter of 10 cm and was constructed

of mylar to minimize backscattering of photons and

photoelectrons. With proper collimation of the 57CO source, the

beam size could be optimized to illuminate the. target and not

expand to a diameter that would impede its exit from the output

window.

To further reduce scattering in the system the lens was

constructed from a copper mesh which had an open area of 69% and

a wire diameter of 250 gm Perturbations of the electric field

* resulting from the use of a mesh instead of a continuous sheet of

metal are negligible at distances greater than the wire

separation.10  To increase the percentage of open area further,

alternate wires were removed in the region of the lens that were
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in the direct path of the input radiation.

RESU LTS

The target foil used to evaluate the effectiveness of the

lens was a 5.0 x 5.0 x 2 x 10-4 cm iron foil with an enriched

abundance of 57Fe nuclei of 93.55%. For purposes of comparison,

data were collected with the electron lens operating in an

"active" mode at the optimum potentials for low energy electrons

and in a passive mode where there were no accelerating fields.

* Data collected with the lens in the focusing or active mode is

shown in Fig. 4a. The total collection time for the data was

3.44 hours and the total signal counting rate was 2.47 counts per

second. The data with the lens in the passive, field free mode

is shown in Fig. 4b. Here the signal counting rate was 0.087

counts per second. To obtain reasonable statistics the data were

collected five times longer than the corresponding data with the

lens active. Operation of the lens in a passive mode helped

determine the geometrical collection efficiency for the higher

energy electrons. In this geometry it was concluded that the

incidental detection of the higher energy electrons contributed

less than 3.5% of the signal when the lens was operated in the

active mode. Since the collection efficiency for higher energy

electrons was defined solely by the geometrical solid angle

between the target and MCP assembly this contribution to the

signal counting rate could be reduced further by simply

increasing the distance between the target and detector assembly.
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CONCLUSIONS

Depth selective conversion electron M6ssbauer spectroscopy

is a high resolution M6ssbauer technique that provides a method

to measure a variety of surface or depth dependent phenomena.

Detection of electrons with energies 5 15 eV can provide detailed

information about a variety of surface phenomena in the outermost

5 nm of a material.

In this article we have described the design of an efficient

electron M6ssbauer spectrometer that preferentially detects low

energy electrons. It was shown that the contamination of the

signal by electrons with higher energies could be minimized by

choosing the appropriate geometry. Numerous computer simulations

using plane-wave and point-source electron configurations showed

that the electrostatic lens gave an effective solid angle of

almost 2n steradians for the signal electrons having

appropriately low energies.

Although not pursued in this work, it is possible with the

current design to collect virtually all the electrons emitted

from the target. This could be accomplished if the potential

difference between the input of the chevron and target foil is

made sufficiently large. Furthermore, if a retarding field

analyzer is positioned between the target and MCP the lower

energy electrons can be efficiently filtered out. 1 1  In this

manner it is possible to obtain energy resolved M6ssbauer spectra

over a wider range of electron energies.
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CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Block diagram of the experimental arrangement.

Figure 2: Drawing of the two-element electron lens designed to

efficiently collect electrons having energies • 15 eV. The

steering of the electrons was performed primarily by the

potential gradients established between R1 and R2 . With the

inclusion of the endcaps on the assembly, the lens system not

only serves to focus and accelerate electrons to the detector

input plate, but also serves as a Faraday cage in shielding the

lens elements from the ground potential and noise electrons of

the chamber walls. The optimum operating biases for the lens

were found to be VRI = -2817 V, VR2 = -1967 V, and VTarget -

2757 V when the chevron was operated a" -1616 V and the MCP grid

at -1870 V.

Figure 3: Circuit diagram of the supporting electronics for the

Chevron microchannel plate assembly.

Figure 4: Conversion electron M6ssbauer spectra for a 93.55%

enriched 5 7 Fe target: (a) Lens in a focusing or active mode

collected for 3.4 hours and the counting rate was 2.47 cps. (b)

With the lens in a passive, field free mode possessing with no

focusing or accelerating properties the signal counting rate

dropped to 0.087 cps. To obtain reasonable statistics the data

had to be collect five times longer than in (a). The geometrical

collection of higher energy electrons account for less than 3.5%

of the signal when the lens is operated at optimum biases.
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